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Graphic' photos returned to display

By Richard Hund
Staff Writer

Student Center officials replaced a set of "graphic" pictures that they removed from a Palestinian Student Association display in the Student Center Wednesday.

The Student Center board voted 9-2 Thursday to return photographs depicting a bloodied and maimed body to the display. The caption of the pictures claims Israeli soldiers murdered the Palestinian.

Aziz Abdaljubbar, Graduate and Professional Student Council representative, said the removal of the set of pictures, affected the entire display.

"Either keep the pictures (up)," said the 19-year-old Abdaljubb told the board.

"We put a lot of effort (in the display) to put this together," Yazid Abuhuzaimah, a PSA member, said. "I see this as censorship."

Deborah Fleener-Oscarson, GPSC representative, agreed that the removal is censorship.

"Offensive is a subjective word," she said. "I think everyone should be able to see this and judge for themselves whether it's graphic or not."

Fleener-Oscarson said she is trying to take these pictures down, "You're silencing a very important part of the display," Fleener-Oscarson said. "I don't know who we are to take it down."

Doug Daggett, assistant director of operations at the Student Center, decided to have the pictures removed after unanimous complaints were received at the Craft Shop, said the Information Station. After speaking to members of University, he decided on the removal after seeing no immediate resolution.

Daggett said the display was "professionally done" except for one set of photos that were "too graphic."

Students have little choice of viewing the display because of its location in a "high-traffic area," Daggett said.

Heather Bryan, Undergraduate Student Government representative, disagreed and said students who had the removal.

See DISPLAY, Page 14

SIU endowments increased in 1980s

Official: Fund raising efforts responsible

By Tony Manusco
Staff Writer

Endowments for SIU have increased over the past eight years because of an emphasis on fund raising at the SIU Foundation, but they do not hold a candle to endowments at some of the major public and private universities across the nation.

SIU Foundation President Rex Ball said the foundation has tripled its fund-raising efforts since 1982. It raised $5.57 million in fiscal year 1989, $1 million of which went toward student aid.

"The foundation was started in 1942 as a sort of holding company, and has just recently become an active fund-raising organization," Ball said. "We have had a nice growth and we are on a high growth pattern."

He said his goal is to continue the growth and to put the foundation in a higher financial bracket.

Ball said endowments are permanent funds. Donations in the University are invested by the Foundation Investment Committee in both stocks and bonds, the profits of which the University uses to pay bills.

"We invest part of the endowments into government and corporate securities that provide a fixed income. The other part goes into stocks, which allows for appreciation," Ball said.

See ENDOWMENTS, Page 14

High bacteria readings in water possibly wrong

By Phil Pearson
Staff Writer

Unsatisfactory levels of bacteria in the University's water supply is nothing to be concerned about, officials from the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency and SIU-C Pollution Control said.

Maryanne Ryan, drinking water manager for Pollution Control, said two samples of drinking water, one taken Jan. 21 and one taken Feb. 18, tested positive for traces of a common bacteria. Pursuant to state law, two more tests were taken from the place of the original samples and both of those samples were negative for coliform bacteria.

The reason the announcement are being published is that Illinois law requires it, Ryan said.

John Stuart, engineer with the division of public water supplies with the EPD, said, as did Ryan, that the positive tests were most likely the result of an error in gathering the samples.

"With (Pollution Control's) history of good samples, it was probably a sampling error," Stuart said. "If there was something wrong with the water, they would have advertised a notice."

Ryan said coliform bacteria is a very common strain resulting from human and animal waste and common in swimming pools and lakes. It is so common, he said, that humans are in contact with it virtually everyday. Human bodies and water.

See BACTERIA, Page 14

Restricted research OK'd by Graduate Council

By Eric Reyes
Staff Writer

Graduate Council chairman Sidney Carter Jr. cast the deciding vote to pass the University policy for accepting research contracts that do not allow publication of data and restrict who can work on the projects.

Miller broke the council's 11-11 tie with his vote at Thursday's meeting.

Some research contracts require members of the International Trafic in Arms Regulations, Shashi Lalvani, research commitments. The resolution states that the policy should be reviewed in two years by the council.

Miller said the "two-years" clause played a role in his decision to vote for the resolution.

"After two years we can look for any dietary effects it has on graduate studies. Right now we are only speculating on the harmful effects," Miller said.

Peter Zachar, Graduate Student Professional Student Council representative, who voted against the resolution, said the ITAR issue will have to be monitored over the next two years.

"Obviously the Graduate Council had a mixed opinion on it. It seems to me most were aware of the problems, but overall I still believe it goes against the nature of a university," Zachar said.

LaValle said he was glad it passed because the research contracts will be monitored very hard on the proposal.

"In present form, ITAR restricted grants should help faculty buy.

See COUNCIL, Page 14

Sandinistas pressure Chamorro government

MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UPI) -- Labor groups controlled by the ruling Sandinista Front threatened to demand an immediate wage increase from President-elect Violeta Chamorro as government and opposition leaders met Thursday to seek a government on the transfer of power.

The threat by the Sandinistas Workers Central came in response to an statement by President Daniel Ortega, who told his followers the Sandinistas Front would relinquish the presidency but would continue to "rule from below" through the institutions it controls.

The warning increased the pressure on Chamorro, who has raised expectations about her ability to reverse the nation's economic decline and is trying to wrest away the institutional power of the Sandinistas, especially their control of the army, in transition talks.

High-level government officials, including Ortega's brother, Defense Minister Humberto Ortega, met with a team of four representatives of the U.S.-backed opposition, said Ernesto Palacio, a spokesperson for the National Opposition Union, or UNO, a coalition of 14 political parties that backed Chamorro.

The discussions are being held in several sites in Managua and include observers from the United Nations and the Organization of American States. Vote President-elect Virgilio Godoy said the talks dealt more with protocol than polices.

"They are negotiating the administrative rather than political aspects of the transition," Godoy said.

The talks began Tuesday at the urging of former President Jimmy Carter after Chamorro's unexpected 55 to 41 percent victory over Ortega on Sunday. Carter attended.

See NICARAGUA, Page 14
Jones, Mahan not taking Sycamores for granted

By Kevin Simpson
Staff Writer

The Salukis began the season with a few goals in mind. The opening game was accomplished Monday when they captured the Missouri Valley Conference Championship. The Dawgs’ chance to capture a second conference title will occur this weekend in the Valley tournament at Redbird Arena in Normal.

SIU-C head coach Rich Herrin guided the Salukis to a regular season Missouri Valley conference and mark the conference championship.

Herrin said basketball fans around the Heartland “will get a chance to see the Missouri Valley action at its finest.”

“it’s going to be exciting basketball in a great, new facility,” Herrin said. “I think the teams are so evenly matched. We’re 10 by but you have those three guys sitting there behind us at 9-5.”

The Salukis are the No. 1 seed and are 5-1 against teams in their bracket. The Dawgs’ first game matches them against Indiana State at 12:08 p.m. on Saturday.

“We think we have an outstanding opportunity to win the conference. What’s happened in the past has very little factor. What’s on paper doesn’t count and we’ve got to have to go out and do it. We think anything can happen,” Herrin said. “I think we’re playing as good as basketball as we possibly can right now. It’s not easy — they (Indiana State) played us two tough ballgames and we got ready.”

Senior center Jerry Jones and junior point guard Sterling Mahan were named All-Conference first team selections. This is the first time the Salukis landed two players on the Valley All-Conference first team.

Freshman forward Ashraf Amaya garnered the Outstanding Freshman award and also landed a spot on the All-Newcomer team. Former Saluki guard Freddie McSwain landed a seat on the All-Conference second team. Rick Shutes is oft-mentioned pick.

Saluki head coach Rich Herrin was proud of the recognition his players received. But Herrin said he didn’t believe around teamwork, he said the awards don’t mean nearly as much as the Conference championship.

See AWARDS, Page 23

RALEIGH, N.C. (UPI) — Governor Jim Martin launched a criminal investigation into allegations of point shaving in North Carolina State’s powerhouse basketball program, and Coach Jim Valvano was warned he may be fired over the latest scandal to rock the school.

Martin was asked by the Wake County district attorney’s office to investigate the growing scandal at the school.

“District Attorney Colonel Willoughby has asked the SBI to conduct an informal investigation into allegations involving gambling and point shaving at North Carolina State University,” said SBI spokesman.

“We are initiating the investigation and will have no further comment until the investigation is completed and we turn the report over to the district attorney,” Dunn said.

Point shaving occurs when a player deliberately misses baskets in order to cut the point spread in a game, allowing gamblers to make bigger bets. In this case, an underdog team would bebet the point spread.

Valvano insists he knows nothing about point shaving by players in his 1987-88 program but N.C. State Chancellor Lerry Morris said Interim Athletics Director Hal Hofenstein and university counsel Becky French confirm Valvano was warned he may be fired.

“I told him that I would be having conversations with the chancellor and that would be a significant part of the conversation,” Hofenstein said.

“I think it will be better to see what the facts are, to see what can be established, then see what’s the best course of action,” Martin said.

The State Bureau of Investigation and New Jersey authorities are investigating payments made to former Wolfpack basketball star Charlie Shackleford, now with the New Jersey Nets of the NBA.

Authorities were yet to disclose whether they were investigating claims that N.C. State players manipulated game scores for gamblers.

See SCANDAL, Page 23

Saluki baseball team swings into action against Louisville

By Eric Bugger
Staff Writer

Spring fever has hit the Saluki baseball team and it is ready to hit the playing field Saturday in Jacksonville.

“This is the time of the year when players and coaches get anxious to see how the season’s work has paid off,” SIU-C baseball coach Richard “Tubby” Jones said. “You can do a variety of things inside, but until you play a real game, it is hard to know exactly where you stand.”

The Salukis have been putting in 6 a.m. workouts at the Recreation Center this week and the Redbirds at 1 p.m. (CST) Saturday and again Sunday.

2-38 Saluki record in 1989 was disappointing to Jones. He hopes to start this season off right with victories over the Redbird, who were 27-23 a year ago.

Saluville will be returning from its Florida trip to face SIU-C this week.

See OPENER, Page 20

By Greg Scott
Staff Writer

Women Salukis finish regular season tonight

After defeating Illinois State Saturday in Jacksonville, the Saluki women need a win over Bradley Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Gateway Conference championship tournament March 9-10.

Game time is 6 p.m. at Tami Haas Gymnasium.

The Salukis, Illinois State and Southern Illinois Salukis are tied for first place in the Gateway at 13-4.

Bradley could end the season Friday against Eastern Illinois at home. Southwest Missouri played at Wichita State in its season finale.

The Salukis, Roadrunners and Bulldogs all are in head-to-head competition this season. The teams ended in a three-way tie, the Salukis would gain the No. 1 seed because of their two victories over fourth-place Bradley.

With these three teams already in the four-team post-season tournament, there is only one berth that hasn’t been determined. The fourth position will not be clinched until this weekend. Bradley (11-5) and fifth-place Eastern Illinois (10-8) will battle for the final tournament bid.

The Salukis are at home against last-place Northern Iowa (2-14) Saturday. If Eastern wins at Illinois State, Bradley must win Saturday to advance to the post-season tournament.

Eastern won its eighth consecutive game Wednesday at Illinois State. But an Eastern loss Friday would put Bradley in the tournament.

See FINALE, Page 20

N.C. State head coach told of possible firing

Martin: Scandal hurting state

RALEIGH, N.C. (UPI) — Gov. Jim Martin said Thursday allegations of basketball game-point shaving at North Carolina State University remain questions about point shaving by players and the university administration.

“We are initiating the investigation and will have no further comment until the investigation is completed and we turn the report over to the district attorney,” Dunn said. The investigation occurs when a player deliberately misses baskets in order to cut the point spread in a game, allowing gamblers to make bigger bets. In this case, an underdog team would bet the point spread.

Valvano insists he knows nothing about point shaving by players in his 1987-88 program but N.C. State Chancellor Lerry Morris said Interim Athletics Director Hal Hofenstein and university counsel Becky French confirm Valvano was warned he may be fired.

“I told him that I would be having conversations with the chancellor and that would be a significant part of the conversation,” Hofenstein said.

“I think it will be better to see what the facts are, to see what can be established, then see what’s the best course of action,” Martin said.

The State Bureau of Investigation and New Jersey authorities are investigating payments made to former Wolfpack basketball star Charlie Shackleford, now with the New Jersey Nets of the NBA.

Authorities were yet to disclose whether they were investigating claims that N.C. State players manipulated game scores for gamblers.

See SCANDAL, Page 23
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Gen. Aoun's forces launch wide-scale military offensive

BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) — Troops loyal to Christian strongman Gen. Michel Aoun launched an all-out wide-scale offensive Thursday against stronghold of Samir Geagea's militants in east Beirut that left at least 70 people dead, sources said. The fighting, which broke out in dawn and raged throughout the day, shattered a 10-day-old fragile truce between the rival Christian forces, which have been locked in a power struggle for the Christian enclave since Jan. 31.

Katif set for summit in the sun with Bush

TOKYO (UPI) — Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu leaves Friday for a summit meeting with President Bush in Japan, officially described by both sides as a relaxed shirt-sleeve get-together to review world events and perhaps play a round of golf. The cheery scenario, however, belies the rapidly deteriorating trade relations between the world's top economic powers.

de Klerk expands political slaying probe

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (UPI) — President Frederik de Klerk on Thursday expanded his national defense minister Thursday but expanded a probe into political slayings to include the controversial 1989 death of SWAPO activist Anion Lubwski. Defense Minister Magnus Malan had been under intense pressure in recent days to turn over control of the investigation to Finance Minister George Mitchell of Mbane as "far more comprehensive and stringent" than the current Charge d'Affaires, W. A. C. Trenchard.

European storm abates after killing 80

LONDON (UPI) — A howling storm that killed at least 80 people in Europe and flooded coastal towns slowed Thursday and Prince Charles called on everyone to join his spirit in Switzerland where his elections forced them to evacuate in Wales. British meteorologist Chris Lackland said the storm that has plagued northern Europe since Monday had weakened as it drifted over Finland and the Soviet Union.

Agreement reached on clean air legislation

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Senate leaders and the Bush administration emerged from 22 days of private talks and announced Thursday a compromise on clean air legislation, but environmentalists immediately attacked the plan. The agreement on reducing acid rain, toxic emissions and urban smog was hailed by Senate Democratic leader George Mitchell of Maine as "far more comprehensive and stringent" than the current Clean Air Act.

Aftershocks rumble Southern California

UPLAND, Calif. (UPI) — At least 30 surface-jarring aftershocks, including two early Thursday, hit Southern California in the hours after a strong earthquake hit its main structural integrity of scores of homes and other buildings suspect. Damage estimates were still being compiled Thursday but losses were expected to easily climb to $10 million or more.

Race on to clean up New Jersey oil spill

NEW YORK (UPI) — Cleanup crews Thursday tapped 20,000 gallons of heavy oil that leaked from a barge at an Exxon dock, temporarily closing the main entrance to New Jersey's chief port areas and washing sticky tar balls ashore at Boat Hook. The Coast Guard reopened the Kill Van Kull waterway, between Staten Island and New Jersey, Friday at 4 p.m. Thursday's cleanup work ended Wednesday night at 1 p.m. The oil was left in the water, but tar balls had collected along the Staten Island waterfront and some beaches on the New Jersey side of the waterway.

state

Three men charged in seven Jefferson County burglaries

MOUNT VERNON, (UPI) — Authorities said Thursday they have charged three Jefferson County men with seven burglaries in the county since January and have recovered about $8,000 in stolen property. The three Mount Vernon men were arrested in 18-year-old Daniel R. McMahon, 18-year-old Jason M. Tadlock and 18-year-old Allen E. Oliver. The three were arrested Monday, Jefferson County Sheriff Bob Pickford said.

Accuracy Desk

If readers spot an error in a news article, they can contact the Daily Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3311, extension 233 or 228.
**Speaker: More access to information needed**

By Jerriane Kimmel
Staff Writer

Illinois Open Meetings and Freedom of Information laws need to be stronger, Bill Miller, director of the public affairs reporting program at Sangamon State University in Springfield, said Wednesday.

Miller, who helped draft the first Open Meetings Act in Illinois in 1977, said Illinois has one of the strongest open meeting acts in the nation. In practice, however, public officials are not always "cognizant of the fact that the public people created government and are interested in what happens on in those meetings, not smoke-filled rooms," Miller said.

Some "obnoxious exemptions" in the FOI laws also need to be eliminated, Miller said. "The only way to get around it is to get the law changed," Miller said.

Amendments made to the FOI law should:

- shorten the time it takes an average citizen to gain access to a public record
- provide more economical means of appealing a denial of access to public records
- subject government officials who arbitrarily deny access to records or meetings to a penalty
- shorten "exorbitant" copying fees

The way the FOI law stands in Illinois, a government agency can take about a month to deny a request. Miller said seven working days is ample time.

A review agency should be set up so people with complaints can immediately appeal to a board instead of going to court and paying legal fees, Miller said. A government official should at least be subject to a fine after denying access to a public record, he said.

Under the current: FOI law, anyone can copy a public record. The agency can only charge for the reproduction costs, not the time it takes to make the copy. However, government officials may charge a high cost to copy each page to deter people from requesting the information.

Miller said the New York FOI laws that allow for a maximum copy charge of 25 cents a page should serve as a guideline to changes in the Illinois FOI laws.

Miller serves on the Illinois House Speaker's Task Force on Open Access to Government, which is charged with examining and recommending changes to both the Open Meetings and FOI laws.

Miller has actively promoted freedom of information throughout his career. He was named "Illinoisman of the Year" in 1989 by the Illinois News Broadcasters Association for his work in freedom of information and journalism education.

Miller spent 25 years as a reporter in Springfield covering Illinois state government. The agency has also received the Edward R. Murrow Radio Documentary Award in 1967 for investigative reporting.

By Lisa Miller
Staff Writer

The state comptroller should be a budget watchdog rather than just a fiscal planner, Shawn Collins, Democratic candidate for comptroller, said Thursday.

Collins' entire campaign spotlights alleged government waste, and he told a small group at the Williamson County Airport that he was touring the state to speak about his concerns about government fraud.

He said the Department of Public Aid is turning its back to millions of dollars in Medicaid fraud.

Collins' main concern was that the DPA is tolerating "a disgraceful $400 million a year in Medicaid fraud, while Illinois' hospitals and trauma centers are closing for lack of Medicaid funding."

Illinois health care, especially for the poor, is in crisis, he said. Trauma centers and hospitals all over Illinois are closing, or on the brink of closing because they can't get satisfactory Medicaid reimbursements.

But Collins said the general public doesn't know there is a crisis because the DPA does nothing to root out or stop the problem. A comptroller, he said would try to expose the problems.

Officials from the DPA were not available to comment on this issue.

Collins, an outspoken reformer, is no newcomer to the political arena. He mounted an unsuccessful 1984 and 1986 congressional bid in Joliet's 4th district before being named to the Joliet Housing Authority Board.

He has served as a legislative aide to former Illinois Sen. George Sangmeister and has served in the office of attorney general. He also formed a citizens group to campaign against alleged government corruption in Will County, south of Chicago.

He has proposed creating a statewide taxpayer hotline to report government misconduct.

**South Padre Island**

A workshop designed to answer your questions on fitness and nutrition.

Join this informative workshop!

Monday, March 5
7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Sangamon Room
Student Center

**MEDIUM PIZZA**

AT YOUR DOOR PRICE

$4.95

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILABLE

"Rosati's" pizza

"The Best Around"

549-7811

NOT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS.

FREE DELIVERY • FREE DELIVERY

**JIMMY JOHN'S**

ESTABLISHED 1984

THE ORIGINAL

Copyright Jimmy John's Inc. • Patent Pending

To enjoy this product, simply:
1. Pick it up
2. Eat it

SIX GOURMET SUBS

SIX GIANT CLUBS

SIX SLIM JIMJ'S

SIX VITOS

WE DELIVER

549-3334 • 1PM-2PM

**GEM & JEWELRY SERVICES**

- Ring Sizing
- Custom Rings
- Chain Repair
- Loose Diamonds
- Remounts
- We buy gold

457-7911

1400 W. Main Carbondale

**Hillel hosts a Party/Carnival at Interfaith Center**

(center III. & Grand)

* Games of Chance
* Games of Skill
* Great Refreshments

For info, call Robin at 549-7387 or 549-5641

**SOUTH PADRE ISLAND**

SING BREAK 1990!

Spring Break Includes:

- 7 Nights Lodging
- Welcome Gathering/Pool Party with refreshments, music & contests
- 3 FREE sailing sessions
- Co-Ed Beach Volleyball tournament
- Co-Ed Island tour activities
- All resort taxes

To sign up for or for more information, call:

Pete Jaskey 749-6402

**Optional Activities:**

- Mexican shopping and night club trips (must be 18)
- Gulf of Mexico Cruise with Dining, Entertainment, Cabin (must be 18) and Full Bar
- Round trip motor coach available

**GEM & JEWELRY SERVICES**

- Ring Sizing
- Custom Rings
- Chain Repair
- Loose Diamonds
- Remounts
- We buy gold

457-7911

1400 W. Main Carbondale

**Hillel hosts a Party/Carnival at Interfaith Center**

(center III. & Grand)

* Games of Chance
* Games of Skill
* Great Refreshments

For info, call Robin at 549-7387 or 549-5641
Opinion & Commentary

Flag burning issue amounts to nothing

WHO’S ON first and what’s on second? These classic lines from the famous comedy duo of Abbott and Costello also could apply to the denouement to the flag burning controversy. Nobody seems to know what’s going on or what anyone else is doing. Despite federal legislation and heated debates on ethics and individual rights, one central question remains: Is it or is it not permissible by law to burn the flag of the United States of America?

THE FLAG Protection Act of 1989 says no. This overreaching legislation was passed last year in a near-hysterical patriotic frenzy after months of delirium by Congress. This legislation, which created a public uproar, contradicts the rights granted to our citizenry in the First Amendment of the Constitution, but it is on the books.

The three branches of government don’t communicate too well. The courts recently have taken a stand which would make our democratic process reversed this decision by a federal judge in Seattle dismissed charges of flag desecration against four people who burned the flag in protest only moments after the legislation was enacted in October. The decision was made on the grounds that the law is indeed unconstitutional and another federal judge in Washington, D.C. is being asked to consider similar action in a similar case.

IF THE COURTS follow through on their initial actions, then we would be back to where we started; with the different governmental agencies acting like the dog chasing its own tail. The flag burns itself into a ember, but still goes nowhere. The only problem is the dog uses his own power to accomplish this, while Congress is wasting our tax dollars in an attempt to muzzle the very freedoms this country’s values pivot around.

If the legislation is struck down, as it should be, it was a huge waste of time and money on the part of Congress. But not to say they weren’t advised. Legal experts warned them that the legislation would be thrown out on shaky grounds. It seems simple enough—Why bother to pass something you know is unconstitutional and won’t hold up in court?

To paraphrase Shakespeare’s King Lear, the action was all sound and fury, but signified nothing.

Opinions from elsewhere

Flag Day suggested as holiday

By Leonard Larsen
Scipps Howard News Service

WASHINGTON — It’s a rare moment in these cynical times, a moment to touch the nation’s soul and stir the patriotic juices, when a noble idea is wedded to America’s love of country and its symbols.

The suggestion is simple but deeply moving as a tribute to this land of ours and the spirit that made us great. It’s this: Let’s make Flag Day federal holiday, this one to celebrate Flag Day, June 14. That way we’ll have 3.5 million federal employees can have still another paid day off.

And get this, the nation’s government workers and taxpayers of a grateful nation can celebrate in their own way. They can show up at work, as they do on most other designated federal holidays, making sure that taxes will be extracted from their salaries to pay federal workers celebrating the new holiday.

The inspiration that the nation’s taxpayers should suffer another paid holiday for those millions on the government payroll came — surprise — from the National Federation of Federal employees, the “oldest and largest” of the independent federal unions.

Organized government workers, if you haven’t noticed, have the muscle to win concessions from any Congress or any administration. This time the union sent its request for the Flag Day paid day off to President Bush, suggesting it’s a way to bond the whole thing with an executive order.
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Denying parking problem exists ‘simply wrong’

Racism toward whites less serious for those ignorant of problems

I would like to respond to the article “Documentary Film Focuses Toward Whites” published Feb. 14. First of all Mr. Swenson, you are a very racist man and you must have a very ignorant view of SIU. This University caters to the whites more than the blacks.

I am sorry, Mr. Swenson. You haven’t seen the facts people experiencing racial tension, they would stop their racist views. — Sonja Rudd, senior, paralegal studies.
Military recruiting decreases with spread of European democracy

By Brian Gross
Staff Writer

President Bush is calling for reductions in troop levels for local Air Force, Army and Navy recruiters.

The president's proposal, presented in his State of the Union address Jan. 31, will cut 80,000 troops. As a result, the number of troops stationed in Europe from 275,000 to 195,000.

And local recruiters are feeling the decreasing need for U.S. troops in the wake of spreading democracy in Central and Eastern Europe.

DURING the months of November, December and January, the Air Force did not process any new recruits because of the cuts. Sgt. Willard Ah-mu, an Air Force recruiter stationed in Ashworth, said, and the freeze in recruiting was a first in history.

"It never happened before," Ah-mu said. "We've always been, in a wonderful position to recruit. It really matters, our focus or the desirability of students getting into the program."

But Kuehl said the ROTC program will be indirectly affected by the reduction in the size of the standing army.

"There will be no direct effects on (University) Army ROTC program," Lt. Col. Richard Kuehl said. "There have been no constraints put on me to reduce the number of people brought in."

The Air Force ROTC program could make cuts from 15 to 20 percent nationally, Capt. Mark Douglas said, but the reductions may not become an local effect. Official reduction figures will not be released until the national budget is approved, he said.

"ROTCC is cutting back the number of slots," Douglas said. "The (national selection) board may be a little tougher, but if the quality of our people going in remains high, the board won't make any difference."

The FIRST two years in the ROTC program, freshmen and sophomores are not committed to service, he said, but before the start of their junior year, cadets must commit to a contract by passing a national board.

"How we compete at the national level depends on the quality of our applicants... particularly, we may not be affected. We may still come up with just as many. Decreasing the size of the force a little bit doesn't affect the quality of the people," Douglas said.

Douglas said selection rates for the SIU-C Air Force ROTC program are very high.

"We have one of the best detection methods around compared with the selection rates," he said. "The number of places we receive is significantly higher than the national average."

Defense spending has a cyclical nature, full of peaks and valleys, Kuehl said. "Right now we are heading down a valley, and that's a great feeling," he said. "If we're going down the D-Section is all about, to deeper war. If we can survive with a smaller army, that's great. In the long run, the ROTC program will still be here to produce lieutenants for the army."

Active duty positions for army officers have been cut back, Kuehl said, as about 4,400 new lieutenants were commissioned for active duty last year, while that number dropped to around 3,300 this year, he said.

"More ROTC cadets want active duty than there are active positions available," he said. "There has always been competition, but now the competition has gotten tougher with the number of available positions reduced."

Although the SIU-C Army ROTC program must commission a minimum of 17 cadets each year to remain active, he said, he never

See ROTC, Page 18

Defense decrease may affect Illinois

By Brian Gross
Staff Writer
President George Bush's call for reduced military spending could affect Southern Illinois, a U.S. representative and senator said.

U.S. Sen. Paul Simon, D-Makanda, will introduce a peace dividend amendment that provides a $3-trillion military spending cut, said David Carl, spokesman for Simon.

Half of the spending cut would be allocated toward the federal deficit. The other half would go toward education and long-term health care, two areas of concern for Southern Illinois, Carl said.

U.S. Congressman Glenn Poshard, D-Carbondale, said the defense cut will allow money to be reallocated to other areas.

"The less we spend on military, the more we'll have money for the national deficit problem," Poshard said.

President Bush has proposed $292 billion for the Pentagon in his budget. Though the proposal is $5.3 billion higher, a 2-per cent increase over last year, an additional $6 billion would be needed to keep pace with inflation.

"Most people here are advocating extensive cuts, while others are saying we should go slow," Poshard said. "Some are suggesting cutting the stealth bomber, which would save $15 billion.""
Wrong place, wrong time:
Mistaken identity turns into 'bad trip' for Murphysboro man
By Chris Walka  Staff Writer

A case of mistaken identity proved to be untimely for a Murphysboro man arrested by Carbondale Police officers after they reported finding, several packets of a controlled substance in his possession.

Andrew Giglio, 21, of Murphysboro was arrested at 3 p.m. Monday in the American Legion, 518 S. Illinois Ave., after Carbondale officers responded to a call that described the appearance of a man wanted for several murders that had occurred in the area.

Carbondale officers, in the process of preparing Soldati for transport to Carbondale police headquarters for comparison to the wanted poster said they found several packets of a controlled substance. The substance was identified by a field test performed by the arresting officers as LSD. The police spokesman said Soldati was taken to Jacksonville Jail.

Assistant State's Attorney Mark Hamrock said Soldati is being charged with unlawful possession of a controlled substance with intent to deliver and with unlawful possession of a controlled substance.

Hamrock said the possession with intent to deliver charge carries a prison term of six to 15 years in jail, and the possession charge carries a prison term of four to 15 years. Soldati is slated to appear in court for his preliminary hearing on March 13, Hamrock said.

Hamrock said he believed Soldati to be in the possession of all of his time of his arrest of 166 individual doses of the drug.

Police Blotter
Carbondale Police reported the theft of a car stereo Thursday.

Police said Erick Senk, 202 College St., reported his locked car was entered between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. Wednesday and a car stereo was taken.

The radio was valued at $300.

Carbondale Police also reported an aggravated battery and criminal damage to property in the wake of a fight that occurred at ABC Liquors, 109 N. Washington St.

Police said the incident happened at 7:22 p.m. Feb. 28. Andrew Giglio, 21, of 804 W. Schworer St., St. Sebok, 202, is accused of breaking up a fight among other people in the establishment, police said.

Police said Giglio was bitten on the leg and had a 12-pack of beer thrown at him.

Terry L. Jones, 210 E. Oak St., was arrested in the incident and was later released to Jacksonville Jail.

Police said $91.11 in property damage was caused by the incident.

Missouri casino bill defeated
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (UPI) -- Proponents of casino gambling suffered a major defeat Thursday in the Missouri legislature when they failed to amend a bill that involved gambling on riverboats.

Rep. Ronnie DePasco, D-Kansas City, offered an amendment to the riverboat gambling bill that would have permitted operation of casinos in Union Station in Kansas City and on the Admiral, an irreparable riverboat permanently moored on the St. Louis waterfront.

The house strongly defeated the amendment by a 91-57 vote. Other bills that would allow casino gambling remained alive in both the House and the Senate.

DePasco said he had hoped to continue the fight for casino gambling even though the amendment was rejected overwhelmingly. He said he intended to try to change the minds of those representatives who voted against it.

"Because it was offered as an amendment, people weren't ready for it," DePasco said. The riverboat gambling bill, sponsored by Rep. Herbert Fallert, D-Sie. Genevieve, still was being debated when Thursday's session ended.

Fallert's bill would allow gambling on excursion boats operating on the Missouri and Mississippi rivers. The bill limits to $500 per person.

The arresting officers identified the substance as LSD after performing a field test.

Of preparing Soldati for transport to Carbondale police headquarters for comparison to the wanted poster said they found several packets of a controlled substance. The substance was identified by a field test performed by the arresting officers as LSD. The police spokesman said Soldati was taken to Jacksonville Jail.

Assistant State's Attorney Mark Hamrock said Soldati is being charged with unlawful possession of a controlled substance with intent to deliver and with unlawful possession of a controlled substance.

Hamrock said the possession with intent to deliver charge carries a prison term of six to 15 years in jail, and the possession charge carries a prison term of four to 15 years. Soldati is slated to appear in court for his preliminary hearing on March 13, Hamrock said.

Hamrock said he believed Soldati to be in the possession of all of his time of his arrest of 166 individual doses of the drug.

Four Ways To Get In Free At FRED'S
1.) Wedding Anniversary (Bring Marriage Certificate)
2.) Finalized Divorce (Bring Divorce Decree)
3.) If your name is Fred, Freida, Frederick, Fredrico, or Fredino
4.) If it's Your Birthday (good 3 days before - 3 days after)

Appearing Saturday: AREA CODE 618 with the new, improved Bill Carter Live. This is a very, very, very, very, very good band. Hey, the very very worked great last week, and we had our 3rd largest crowd in FRED'S history.

Special announcement from FRED'S. You must try Juanita's Pineapple pie from the Corner Diner. Umm Good! Tell'em FRED'S sent ya, see what they say.

FOR TABLE RESERVATIONS: 549-8221

SPC Films Presents
March 2 & 3
7:30 and 9:30 p.m
Student Center Auditorium
Admission: $1

Southern Illinois Concerts Inc. Presents

The Russian Folk Ensemble
DINNER CONCERT
SUNDAY - MARCH 4
Dinner at 6:00 pm, Student Center Restaurant, Old Main
Concert at 8:00 Shryock Auditorium

The Opening Act
White Bean Soup
Marinated Cucumbers
Cold Beet Salad
Green Salad with Yogurt Dressing
Marinated Cucumbers
Cold Beet Salad
Green Salad with Yogurt Dressing
Fine Purse with Jam and Sugar
Blueberry Strudel
Rice Pudding with Marmalade Sauce
Coffee, Iced Tea, Milk

$9.50 Buffets and Concerts--Students Only $7.75 Buffet Only
$2.00 Concert Only--Students Only. For Reservations Call 453-1130
Groups target tobacco advertising aimed at youth, women, minorities

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Efforts to reduce cigarette advertising targeted at young people and minorities should be expanded to include beer and other alcoholic beverages, consumer groups told Congress Thursday.

In his panel's ninth hearing in three years on cigarette advertising, Rep. Thomas Luken, D-Ohio, chairman of a House subcommittee on hazardous materials, criticized tobacco firms for "zeroing in on women, blacks, youth and Hispanics."

"Even though we prohibit other advertisers from false advertising, we have immunized the tobacco industry," Luken said. "We allow cigarette companies tomock the law, circumvent and destroy its effectiveness."

The Ohio Democrat rallied behind Health and Human Services Secretary Louis Sullivan's recent stand against R.J. Reynolds Co.'s attempt to aim two new cigarette brands at blacks and blue-collar women, and his opposition to a women's professional tennis tournament supported by Virginia Slims.

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Department of Theater Presents

BABY

Book by Sybilie Pearson
Music by David Shire
Lyrics by Richard Maltby Jr.
Based on the story developed by Susan Yankowitz
Directed by Mike Morris

February 22, 23, 24 & March 2, 3 at 8:00 pm
March 4 at 2:00 pm

McLeod Theater Box Office
453-3001 12:00 to 4:30 M-F

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE DRUG AWARENESS WEEK

Monday, March 5
Banner Contest
Sponsored by Inter-Greek Council Small Group Housing

AN EVENING WITH CURTIS SLIWA
(Leader of Guardian Angels) Ballroom D Student Center
8 p.m. $2 at the door
Co-sponsored by SPC and Wellness Center

Tuesday, March 6
DRUGS IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS Politics, Problems & Possibilities
Davis Auditorium Wham Educational Building
7 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

Wednesday, March 7
CAN YOU BEAT THE RAP? Illinois Room-Student Center
7:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

Thursday, March 8
WHEEL OF MISFORTUNE GAME TABLE
Student Center-South End

TOLL OF THE TEARS & SENTENCED FOR LIFE Video Lounge-Student Center
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Gorbachev, burdened but still strong, turns 59

MOSCOW (UPI) — Mikhail Gorbachev turns 59 on Friday with some critics accusing him of allowing the Soviet Union slide into anarchy and others blaming him for the changes in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.

The Soviet leader, however, does not need more foreign fans. The challenge for this consensus Man of the 1980s everywhere but at home is to win the hearts of his own countrymen.

Many Soviets acknowledge Gorbachev carries the weight of the world on his shoulders as he tries to undo an economic and cultural catastrophe wrought over more than five decades by his predecessors.

But few are willing to give him much credit for his performance nearly five years since he assumed power in March 1985.

Amid the course of discontent, several lawmakers recently offered rare words of compassion. "I look at him with real sympathy," said Sergei Stankevich, one of the Parliament's brightest young stars who celebrated his 36th birthday Sunday.

"I do understand how tremendous his burden is," Stankevich said.

But Gorbachev shows no signs of slowing down. He handles his massive responsibilities with the verve of a man half his age, hosting a stream of foreign leaders at the Kremlin and presiding over day after day of 12-hour sessions of the newly rambunctious Parliament.

"He is a very strong man," said Yuri Golik, a legislator from the Kuzbass coal region in eastern Siberia. "Even physically he is very strong. He can meet with deputies from Russia and speak for four straight hours, then go to a Poitiburo meeting and talk for another three hours."

Stankevich and Golik are hardly Gorbachev groupies.
Mandela tells U.S. congress to keep sanctions in effect

LUSAKA, Zambia (UPI) — Black nationalist leader Nelson Mandela told the architects of U.S. Congress that sanctions against South Africa that they must push the white minority government to the negotiating table by maintaining punitive measures.

Mandela and leaders of the African National Congress also expressed concerns over reports that Vice President Dan Quayle would visit South Africa when he and Mandela’s independence celebrations March 21.

ANC Foreign Affairs Secretary Thabo Mbeki said such a visit would be “ill-timed and premature.”

In an hour-long session, 10 congressmen faced Mandela and the 35-member executive body of the ANC in a unique session, asking the movement’s leaders what course they believed U.S. foreign policy should take in the wake of President Frederik de Klerk’s bold racial reform measures — announced last month and aimed at ending the country’s protracted racial conflict.

Rep. William Gray of Pennsylvania, house majority whip and leader of the black caucus, also extended a rare invitation to the 71-year-old Mandela to address a joint session of Congress when he is able to travel to the United States.

The ANC was in Lusaka, established its headquarters during the 30 years it was banned in South Africa, to determine what role Mandela would assume in the organization and discuss growing demands that he resume his armed struggle against the white-minority South African government.

In an opening speech, Mandela declared the U.S. comprehensive anti-apartheid act of 1986 that imposed stinging sanctions against South Africa a “tremendous achievement” by “the most powerful and influential legislative body in the world.”

The sanctions law, which cut direct flights to South Africa and sharply curbed bilateral trade and exchanges of technology, was approved by Congress over a veto by former President Reagan.

“Our message, which we hope you will accept in the spirit in which we make it, is that you must continue to maintain sanctions against the country,” Mandela told the legislators, who will fly to South Africa Friday for talks with de Klerk.

In an editorial published Thursday, the Afro-Asian South African newspaper Beeld, which has close ties to the Pretoria government, criticized “these pious American friends.”

“T’re motives are crystal clear,” the Beeld editorial stated. “After the elections in Nicaragua, which were a bonus for the Republicans, the Democrats have to come and polish their image a little for elections in South Africa. Later this year in the U.S., and South Africa and sanctions are the polish of hypocrisy for their little shoes on their feet.”

Democratic Rep. Stephen Solarz of New York told the ANC in Lusaka there was general agreement in Congress “that it would be inappropriate and counterproductive for us to lift sanctions at this point in time.”

Hotel fire kills 19, injures 70

CAIRO, Egypt (UPI) — Fire swept through a five-star hotel near Cairo’s international airport Wednesday, killing 19 tourists and sending people jumping out windows and trying bed sheets together to escape the flames.

Seventy people were injured in the early morning blaze at the 650-room, six-story Heliopolis Shangri La hotel, escape officials said.

Witnesses said sparks from an oven in an Arabic-style display tent in the hotel lobby started the blaze. Witnesses and hotel officials said the oven was used to make Arabic dishes for guests.

Winds rapidly fanned the fire toward the reception area and disco before engulfing the entire building.

Police and the Interior Ministry said 19 people were killed, including one from Britain, eight from France and two from Finland, and the remaining dead have not been identified.

Col. Talier Elbed, head of the fire department’s rescue effort, told UPI he presently had no goal in an interview that a young girl was among the dead, and that workers continued searching the rubble for bodies.

“About 70 people were injured and the dead are in hospitals around Cairo,” including an unknown number of Americans, he said.

An Egyptian BBC dislocated taxi who caught fire while dancing to his tunes also was among the injured, the witnesses said.

Elbed said the fire broke out at about 1:30 a.m. and the men managed to put out the flames four hours later.

Mandela makes first talk show appearance

BURBANK, Calif. (UPI) — Nelson Mandela, the recently released African nationalistic leader, taped a starring appearance on "Donahue" Wednesday night and said he was optimistic about a peaceful end to apartheid.

Mandela, speaking via satellite from Lusaka, Zambia, to the Phil Donahue show’s audience at the NBC Studios in Los Angeles, was asked questions from the host and audience on everything from his political ambitions to Israel and blacks in America.

Donahue pressed Mandela on whether the African National Congress is prepared to renounce its support of violence in the struggle against apartheid.

Mandela, who was released just over two weeks ago after 27 years in prison, said the South African government must meet ANC preconditions before the opposition group can renounce violence.

Mandela talks of anti-apartheid agreement

In an opening speech, Mandela declared the U.S. comprehensive anti-apartheid act of 1986 that imposed stinging sanctions against South Africa a "tremendous achievement" by "the most powerful and influential legislative body in the world."

The sanctions law, which cut direct flights to South Africa and sharply curbed bilateral trade and exchanges of technology, was approved by Congress over a veto by former President Reagan.

“Our message, which we hope you will accept in the spirit in which we make it, is that you must continue to maintain sanctions against the country,” Mandela told the legislators, who will fly to South Africa Friday for talks with de Klerk.

In an editorial published Thursday, the Afro-Asian South African newspaper Beeld, which has close ties to the Pretoria government, criticized "these pious American friends."

"Their motives are crystal clear," the Beeld editorial stated. "After the elections in Nicaragua, which were a bonus for the Republicans, the Democrats have to come and polish their image a little for elections in South Africa. Later this year in the U.S., and South Africa and sanctions are the polish of hypocrisy for their little shoes on their feet."

Democratic Rep. Stephen Solarz of New York told the ANC in Lusaka there was general agreement in Congress "that it would be inappropriate and counterproductive for us to lift sanctions at this point in time."
**Full-power operating status given to nuclear power plant**

ROCKVILLE, Md. (UPI) — The Nuclear Regulatory Commission granted Thursday a full-power operating license to New Hampshire’s Seabrook Station, writing one of the final chapters in an 18-year saga pitting anti-nuclear forces against a shrinking nuclear power industry.

"If you wait long enough, you have justice," Ted Pfeinbaum, senior vice president of New Hampshire Yankee, Seabrook's owner-operator, said after the 5-0 vote.

NRC Chairman Kenneth Carr said that because he anticipates the decision to be appealed, the effective date of the commission's order is March 8.

Bob Bacus, an attorney for the Seacoast Anti-Pollution League, said Seabrook opponents will seek a stay of the commission's action in the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington. Carr said if that is the case and the court rules in favor of the NRC, the commission's action would become effective one week after the motions are filed, but no later than March 15.

---

**Median age climbing over the hill with aging of ‘thirteensomething’ set**

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The median age has now risen above 32.3 years and aging baby boomers have made 25-34 the largest segment of the population, the Census Bureau said Thursday.

"Since the early 1970s, the population of the United States has seen major shifts in its distribution by age, race and Hispanic origin," the bureau said in a wide-ranging report looking at population estimates over the past decade. The report brings together figures from a number of different surveys taken at slightly different times.

The new report put the total U.S. population as of Jan. 1, 1989, at 235,350,000, an increase of 2,406,000, or just under 1 percent over the previous Jan. 1 and 20.5 million, or 9.1 more -- than on April 1, 1980, when the last decennial census was taken.

In the report, Census said that the 32.3 years median age as of July 1, 1989, was up from 30 years in 1980 and 27.9 years in 1970 and reflected the aging of the vast number of people born between 1946 and 1964, the so-called Baby Boom.

More than 79 million people are considered between 25 and 44 years old, the Baby Boom years. In particular, Census said the group between 33 and 44 years old increased four times faster than the total population between midyear 1980 and midyear 1988, with the number of people in this age group increasing by 9.5 million during the period, a 3.9 percent average annual growth.

But the largest population group consisted of those born near the end of the boom, who are now between 25 and 34 years old.
**Sea lions invade $2 million dock**

SAN FRANCISCO (UP) — A raucous all-male sea lion party is going full-blast on a $2 million section of dock near Fisherman's Wharf that has been virtually abandoned to the barking and playful — albeit rude, smelly and destructive — mammals.

With 20 expensive boat slips crowded with some 250 sea lions at Pier 39, both tourists and locals have flocked to see the phenomenon, delighting shop and restaurant owners whose businesses have flourished since the Oct. 17 earthquake.

But off by himself, the first California sea Lio to show up, "Old Flea Collar," is sick and losing weight because of plastic or nylon junk wrapped around his neck.

Marine Mammal Center experts have tried without success to remove the debris and hope to fashion a special tool to strip it.

"He's lying apart from the herd and he's getting weak," said Larry Goodson, who runs a marine panel boat and helps maintain the slips that are sagging and breaking under the weight of the mammals.

"Old Flea Collar" arrived three months ago, followed by a few, then a flood, of sea lions who quickly staked out space on four 50-foot boat slips left empty because of buffeting winter waves. As other boats abandoned their berths, the sea lions took over and now occupy 20 slips.

Sacramento Symphony Director Carter Nice, one of the last boat owners to be chased off, used a garbage can on rollers for protection to walk out the ramp and move his 65-foot yacht from its $50,000 berth to a new spot.

"They've got the highest-priced squatters rights in the city right now," Nice said of the mammals weighing 200 to 700 pounds. "I can't believe they've actually taken over the piers."

Pier 39 Marina manager Sheila Chandon called the sea lion invasion a "mixed blessing."

**Entertainment Guide**

**Special Events:**

- **1990 Home Show**, 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. Friday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday and noon to 5 p.m. Sunday at the STU Area. Admission is $1.

- **Theater:**
  - "The Shadow Box," 8 p.m. tonight and Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday at the Stage Company, 101 N. Washington. Tickets are $6 for evening performances and $6 for the matinee performance.
  - "Baby," 8 p.m. tonight and Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday at McLeod Theatre. Tickets are $6, $5 and $3.

- **Music:**
  - Jungle Dogs, 9:45 p.m. tonight and Saturday at the Hanger 9, 511 S. Illinois. Cover $2.

- **Hours:**
  - 10-1 a.m. Mon-Thurs.
  - 10-2 a.m. Fri-Sat
  - 1 p.m.-1 a.m. Sun

---

**Hey Saluki Fans! It's time**

**to get your Missouri Valley Conference Championship T-Shirt or Sweatshirt Now!**

**at 710 Bookstore**

---

**Congratulations!**

**Coach Rich Herrin & His Saluki Men's Basketball Team!**
Thirteen candidates chosen for Rickert-Ziebold Awards

By Tracy Sargeant
Staff Writer

Thirteen may be unlucky for some people, but for the 13 Rickert-Ziebold candidates it will take more than luck as they compete for a chance at $20,000.

Every year the School of Art and Design at SIU-C sponsors the Rickert-Ziebold Trust Awards. Graduating seniors in art and design compete against their peers for the $20,000 prize. If there is more than one winner, the money is divided evenly.

Potential candidates for the award must first go through a preliminary screening process. Slides and application forms are reviewed by a panel of faculty members from the School of Art and Design.

Out of 30 entries, 13 candidates have been selected to show their work from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday in the Allen Building. Faculty members from the School of Art and Design will judge the entries and the overall winner or winners' list will be posted at 3:30 p.m. that day. The show is free and open to the public.

Harris Deller, committee chairman for Rickert-Ziebold, said the competition among the finalists should be highly competitive.

"This is a good group," Deller said. "They are the cream of the crop from the School of Art and Design. The final selection is going to be difficult.

Theresa Klinick, one of the semi-finalists, said she is happy to have been chosen to be in the show.

"It's an honor to be selected," Klinick said. "We are all happy for each other. If we put on a good show, in a sense, everyone is a winner."

Frances Meader, who works with fiber, said the announcement that she is one of the semi-finalists came as a pleasant surprise.

"I think this is a good thing for undergraduate students," Meader said. "I can't think of any other university that offers a program like this. This is truly unique to SIU-C."

"I had pulled an all-nighter the night before (the posting of the list of semi-finalists)," David Beck, a senior in product design, said. "A friend of mine called me to tell me I had made it. But, I thought he was joking until I saw the list."

"Working under pressure for the show prepares you for working in the real world," Beck said.

Kevin Connolly, also a senior in product design, said the Rickert-Ziebold competition is a very prestigious event.

"It is one thing to look forward to (making it into the show), but you can't expect it," Connolly said.

"I am really pleased to be in the show," Connolly said. "This is going to be the best of the best (designers and artists) showing their work. I am really excited."

Shirley Richards, general studio major with a specialty in glass, said ever since she saw her first Rickert-Ziebold show, she wanted to compete in one.

"It was always there in the back of my mind," Richards said. "Ever since then, I have been working towards the competition, not necessarily to win, but to make it to the show."

Richards said if she received any money she would build her own hot shop for glass working. She would also go back and obtain a masters degree in glass.

Alice James, one of the semi-finalists, said she was felt privileged to be nominated for her work in metals and glass.

"This is an excellent opportunity for everyone," James said. "The contest is very professionalized."

Paul Koziarz, the only visual communications major in the show, said the design faculty helped him prepare his work.

"I have learned so much from the design faculty," Koziarz said. "I think this is an excellent opportunity to show people what is being done at SIU-C."

Koziarz said he hasn't really thought about the money. But, since the competition for Rickert-Ziebold was so stressful and time consuming, he said he would use the money to relax.

"If I won the money, I would take a vacation," Koziarz said. "Some place where I could get a tan. Some place with white sand and drink umbrellas."

Other semi-finalists participating in the show include: Brandon Bellrose, ceramics and design; Linda Harrison, metals; Chris Yates, painting; Lynne Farmer and Therese Howard, drawing and painting.

In past shows as many as 10 people have split the $20,000. On the other hand, as few as two have shared the prize.

"We will always be able to do things at this level," Deller said. The office of the controller, who holds the Rickert-Ziebold account, quoted the original gift to the University at $30,000. Office personnel said the original contribution is set up so it can never be touched.

1980s retrospective slated for Saturday performance

Students will celebrate the 1980s with song, dance, stories and more at the 3rd annual Theta Xi Variety Show 8 p.m. Saturday at Shryock Auditorium.

The show, "Looking Back at the 80s," will feature 10 acts in three acts. Some of the acts are small, meaning one to eight people perform. Medium acts have eight to 20 performers, and large acts have 20 or more performers.

Trophies will be awarded to the best acts in each group category.

The Voices of Inspiration singing group will perform between acts. Fan Visale, one of the coordinators of the show, said. The host of the show is Jerome Richy from WCIL-FM and the hostess is Jennifer Modestis, also from WCIL.

Tickets are on sale at the Student Center for $4.

Restaurant of the Week

TACO BELL

To show our appreciation to our customers, we have extended our dining area and parking facility to better serve you.

412 E. Walnut 549-7212

Dining Out

TACO BELL

Taco Bell now offers their 5 Item Value Menu! All items 59¢ each!

Buy 1 Burrito Supreme and Get The Second For Only 99¢

OPEN 24 HOURS

When you serve your guests

You serve your community

Information, delivery, senior discount."
A drug hysteria permeates our national consciousness and the civil liberties of Americans are systematically taken away in the name of a war on drugs, Robert Schofield, downstate legislature director for the American Civil Liberties Union, said.

"There is a perception that America is awashed in drugs," Schofield said, "and that it's contributing to the decline of American civilization." Schofield spoke Tuesday to about 50 students and ACLU members at the Lesar Law Building.

Schofield outlined the many forms of freedoms and liberties that have been abused as a result of the war on drugs since the beginning of the Reagan administration.

"Fifteen years ago we were thinking about doing away with criminal sanctions for drug users. We are now talking about zero-tolerance for first time drug offenders," Schofield said.

Schofield said tolerance in the legal system means that people are having their cars, homes, yachts and other possessions seized by the government under civil as opposed to criminal procedures.

"Property is being seized first and they worry about proving your guilt later," Schofield said.

Schofield said there has been a notable change in the American judicial system since the appointment of judges by former President Ronald Reagan, and example of this impact where the law enforcement officials go through minority neighborhoods and arrest anyone who happens to get in the way, Schofield said.

"They are more black men in jail than in college, which is another symptom of this war on drugs," Schofield said.

The drug-court profile is another example of natural rights being infringed upon, Schofield said. It allows DEA agents and the police to arrest people and subject them to a search if they meet the criteria for a drug dealer, he said.

"If you're a black person who happens to be driving a Porsche, then you meet the drug-court profile," Schofield said.

Schofield said there is a war on students and young people in our high schools. Students' rights have been eroded during the 1980s. Locker searches have been upheld when there has been no probable cause.

"I don't think it's the way we should be teaching our young people about their Constitution by demonstrating that they don't have any," Schofield said.

Schofield pointed out that drug testing is forcing people to prove their innocence when they shouldn't have to. The ACLU believes that employers have the right to expect that people are not high on the job, but urine tests do not test job performance, according to an ACLU fact sheet.

"It is incorrect to state that it is impossible for people to function on a job and live a reasonably normal life while using drugs," Schofield said.

ACLU spokesman decries U.S. crusade against drugs
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"There is a perception that America is awashed in drugs," Schofield said, "and that it's contributing to the decline of American civilization." Schofield spoke Tuesday to about 50 students and ACLU members at the Lesar Law Building.

Schofield outlined the many forms of freedoms and liberties that have been abused as a result of the war on drugs since the beginning of the Reagan administration.

"Fifteen years ago we were thinking about doing away with criminal sanctions for drug users. We are now talking about zero-tolerance for first time drug offenders," Schofield said.

Schofield said tolerance in the legal system means that people are having their cars, homes, yachts and other possessions seized by the government under civil as opposed to criminal procedures.

"Property is being seized first and they worry about proving your guilt later," Schofield said.

Schofield said there has been a notable change in the American judicial system since the appointment of judges by former President Ronald Reagan, and example of this impact where the law enforcement officials go through minority neighborhoods and arrest anyone who happens to get in the way, Schofield said.

"They are more black men in jail than in college, which is another symptom of this war on drugs," Schofield said.

The drug-court profile is another example of natural rights being infringed upon, Schofield said. It allows DEA agents and the police to arrest people and subject them to a search if they meet the criteria for a drug dealer, he said.

"If you're a black person who happens to be driving a Porsche, then you meet the drug-court profile," Schofield said.

Schofield said there is a war on students and young people in our high schools. Students' rights have been eroded during the 1980s. Locker searches have been upheld when there has been no probable cause.

"I don't think it's the way we should be teaching our young people about their Constitution by demonstrating that they don't have any," Schofield said.

Schofield pointed out that drug testing is forcing people to prove their innocence when they shouldn't have to. The ACLU believes that employers have the right to expect that people are not high on the job, but urine tests do not test job performance, according to an ACLU fact sheet.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) — Blair Topping, the CIA’s top Nicaragua analyst, said Thursday it was "excessively" of the Soviet of virtually certain that the Sandinistas would change their policy when the government newspaper Izvestia, "embattled," in the wake of news reports that the Sandinistas may be considering a new defense strategy.

Topping also questioned the Soviet commitment to the Sandinista cause, saying that the Sandinista military was not the "last word" when it came to the Sandinista Revolution.

"We have to remain vigilant," Topping said in an interview. "The Sandinistas have shown that they are capable of weathering challenges and that they are capable of using them as opportunities to strengthen their position."

Topping noted that the Sandinistas have been able to maintain their grip on power through various means, including the manipulation of elections and the use of force against their opponents.

"The Sandinistas have shown that they are willing to use any means necessary to maintain their power," Topping said. "They have demonstrated that they are not afraid to use force and that they are willing to use it to achieve their goals."
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Only we could manage to look distinguished in our pajamas! Thanks for a great "P.J. Party!"

Well guys, it's finally here. So get psyched and be ready to cheer. Remember your faces, smiles and jazz hands. But most of all, let's be louder than the band! Now it's time to show how we can have fun. Because our hard work is almost done! So let's go out there and be the best we can be, and a "Singular Sensation" is what the audience will see.

We love you guys!

Love,

the ladies of Alpha Tau Omega
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To The
Gentlemen
of
Delta Xi

Well Guys, it's finally here. So get psyched and be ready to cheer. Remember your faces, smiles and jazz hands, but most of all, let's be louder than the band! Now it's time to show how we can have fun, because our hard work is almost done! So let's go out there and be the best we can be, and a "Singular Sensation" is what the audience will see!

LET'S DO IT!

We love you guys!

Love,

the ladies of Alpha Tau Omega
ROTC, from Page 5

has a maximum limit as to how many cadets can be commissioned.

The program also has an annual goal of a certain number of commissioned officers. The goal is based on a previous number and is adjusted each year.

"We should have about 40 (for a goal) this year," Kuehl said. "That number would be great to hit. I'd like to see so many commissioned.

Kuehl said he noticed that it was more difficult for cadets to receive commissions this year.

"I'm not involved in the selection process; this is just an observation, but three or four more cadets last year made it who would not have made it this year," he said. "It is always difficult when one has to look at a personal situation with a national policy."

RECRUITS, from Page 5

The St. Louis district recruited 2,000 last year, he said. The district extends as far as Carmi and Jacksonville in Illinois and as far as Hannibal and Cape Girardeau in Missouri.

"We don't anticipate any real effects in the Illinois National Guard," Maj. Bob Barnett said.

Briefs

THE MACINTOSH User Group of Southern Illinois will meet at 10:30 a.m. Saturday at the Carbondale Elementary School District office, 400 W. Monroe. There will be a new member orientation—bring your Mac! For details call J.P. at 529-5000.

THE AFRICAN Student Association will meet at 6 p.m. Saturday in the Student Center Illinois Room. For details call Genius at 529-3431.

WIBS will take applications for a Program Director until Monday. The applications are available at WIBS, 4th floor of the Student Center.

LEARNING RESOURCES Service workshop "Emergency Response for the Next New Madrid Earthquake," presented by John Hicks, Safety and Pollution, from 12 to 1 p.m. Monday in the LRS Conference Room, Morris Library. For details call 453-2258.

THE FEDERAL Aviation Administration Air Traffic Control examination will be offered at 9 a.m. Saturday in the College of Technical Careers Airway Science classroom (CTC Rm. 9). No appointment is required. For details contact Terry Bowman at 453-8936 or Jerry Morgan at 529-1311.

THE SIU Strategic Game Society will meet from noon until midnight Saturday in the Student Center Mississippi Room.

THE BLACK and Hispanic Law Student Association will sponsor "Minority Law Day" Saturday in the Lessie Law Building. For details contact HLSA or HLSA at the law school.

SURVIVORS OF Incest Anonymous will meet from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. Saturday at Recovery House, 905 S. Illinois. A group for Allies of Survivors (friends, family members and professionals who interact with survivors) will be formed if there is enough interest.

SIU FIELD Hockey Club Tournament will be from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Saturday in the Rec Center Fitness Forum. There will be a men's exhibition game at 1 p.m.

FRIDAY LENTEN Devotions, 5:15 p.m. Mass, 6 p.m. way of the cross and 6:30 Bread of Life meal and Last Lecture series at the Newman Center, 715 S. Washington. Tom Christenson of the Microbiology department will speak.

THE FRENCH Table will meet from 4 to 6 tonight at the Finch Penn Pub.

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT Services Terra Firma Socializer will meet at 5 tonight at the Prime Time Lounge. For details call 453-5829.

ALL AGRICULTURE Students, faculty and staff are invited to the Ag dance from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. tonight at Fred's Dance Barn. Tickets are $3 in advance and $3.50 at the door. For details call Dawn at 540-4848.

THE McLEOD Theater will present the musical comedy "Baby" at 8 tonight and Saturday and at 2 p.m. Sunday. Tickets are $7 for adults and $5 for students at the McLeod Theater Box Office.
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Walt Kelly's Pogo

Today's Puzzle
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Jean is certain that this will give the Redbirds an advantage. "They may have a better perspective of what the players are capable of doing in certain situations," Jones said. The Louisville coaching staff feels the squad is stronger than last season, and they are optimistic. We realize this will be a fine test for us to start the schedule with."

Senior Chris Bend and sophomore Bergman, both right-handed, are the probable starters for Jones.

"We are only going to let a pitcher throw as many pitches as they need at this stage of the season," Jones said. "I expect most of the staff will be on the mound before the weekend is over."

"Our pitchers have some really good arms. They have good enough stuff to win, they just have to decide that they are capable and can win in tough situations."

Other starters this weekend will most likely be senior Matt Giegling at catcher, junior Boyd Mamme at first base, senior Tim Davis at second base, senior Dave Wood at third base, junior Mike Kirkpatrick at third base, junior Bob Guiry, senior Doug Shields and junior Jeff Nelsen in the outfield and senior Brad Hofelshen as the designated hitter.

After Louisville, the Salukis travel March 9-11 to Miami, Fla., for the first round of their spring trip.

The Salukis open their home schedule on March 23 with a doubleheader against Eastern Illinois.

"We just hope that the fans will come out and carry over the enthusiasm from basketball where there was such good fan support and excitement," Jones said. "The fans were a big factor in the basketball team and their success. I hope they can do the same for us. I truly believe we are on our way better in front of a big crowd."

Texas' Ryan might retire over lockout

HOUSTON (UPI) — Nolan Ryan, baseball's all-time strikeout leader who may be hanging himself for the upcoming baseball season, but may consider retirement if the lockout continues as the start of the season is altered. The Texas Rangers pitcher said as long as there is spring training at some point this month, he indicates he will return.

Texas' Ryan might retire over lockout

The Rangers have been without a championship game in the 1990 season, which could be the last, as they are not expected to win the division. The team has struggled in recent years and has not been able to win the division since 1990. The Rangers are currently 24-20 and in fourth place in the American League West. They are only 0.5 games behind the second-place Oakland Athletics.

The Rangers are looking for a more consistent performance from their pitching staff. The team has a 4.50 ERA, which is the fourth worst in the American League. The Rangers have allowed the most runs in the league, with 426.

The Rangers have been struggling with their hitting as well, with a team batting average of only .240. The team has scored 327 runs, which is 18th in the American League.

The Rangers have a tough schedule ahead, with games against the top teams in the American League. They have a week-long road trip to California, where they will face the Los Angeles Angels and the San Diego Padres. The Rangers also have a home series against the Seattle Mariners.

Despite the struggles, the Rangers remain optimistic. "It's all part of the game," said manager Ron Washington. "We just have to continue to work hard and improve as a team."

The Rangers have made a number of moves to improve their team this offseason. They signed free agent pitcher Scott Kazmir to a three-year, $36 million contract. They also acquired shortstop Elvis Andrus from the Texas Rangers in a trade with the Seattle Mariners.

The Rangers have a lot of young talent on their roster, including pitcher Yu Darvish, who is considered one of the best pitchers in the world. The team also has a young starting rotation with Darvish, Neftali Feliz, and Martin Perez.

The Rangers will need to rely on their young talent to carry them through a tough schedule. They will need to improve their hitting and pitching to compete with the top teams in the American League.

The Rangers have a lot of work to do to improve their team, but they remain optimistic. "We have the ability to be a good team," said catcher Geovany Soto. "We just have to put it all together and go out there and win ball games."
NBC will not recognize WBA because of ‘unfair treatment’

NEW YORK (UPI) — NBC no longer will recognize the World Boxing Association in its boxing telecasts because of what the network’s officials say is unfair treatment of its fighters. NBC’s boxing coordinator announced Thursday.

Kevin Monaghan, who buys fights for the network, said he was tired of dealing with the WBA’s politics. As an example, he cited two upcoming WBA title bouts that were scheduled to air on NBC.

“NBC Sports, as of today, is ceasing to recognize the WBA,” Monaghan said in a teleconference call. “We will never, and I underline never, telecast a WBA title fight as long as it exists. We have full backing of (NBC Sports President) Dick Enberg.”

The three major networks have been perceived to help keep the WBA and rival World Boxing Council in business by allowing them to dictate what fights are important enough to televise. The networks favor fights sanctioned by one of the governing bodies.

The South American-run WBA and Mexican-based WBC have come under heavy criticism recently for the way they handled the aftermath of the Buster Douglas-Mike Tyson heavyweight title bout last month in Tokyo. The two groups withheld sanction of Douglas as champion for two days after his knockout victory because of an alleged long-count he received when Tyson decked him.

Monaghan said the network will treat the WBA like it has treated the fledgling World Boxing Organization, started as a WBA spinoff group in 1988.

“If we do a fight involving a WBA champion, we’ll pay him similar money, we just won’t call it a title fight,” he said.

NHL to review player’s biting case

CHICAGO (UPI) — Chicago Blackhawks defensemen Dave Manson, suspended twice already this season, is facing another penalty from NHL management, this time for biting.

Manson, selected to the All-Star team last season, bit the hand of Washington Capitals defensemen Scott Stevens during a game Tuesday at Landover, Md. Manson has pleaded self-defense but has been summoned to meet with NHL Vice President Brian O’Neill next Monday.

Manson admitted he bit Stevens but only after Stevens gouged his left eye.

“He was trying to blind me, and I think you would do the same thing,” Manson said. “It’s not a good feeling (to face another suspension), but I didn’t do anything to him for him to gouge me. What can I do?”

Blackhawks General Manager Bob Pulford said he doesn’t expect Manson to be suspended.

“To my knowledge, a player has never been suspended for reacting to a situation like this,” Pulford said. “David’s got an eye that supports his case.”

Pulford accused referee Rob Shick and his linesmen, Gord Broosker and Pat Dupuzio, of erring in calling a penalty against Manson.

“The rules say that’s not to be called unless one of the officials actually sees it, and I think they made a mistake,” Pulford said.

Col. Joseph A. Schlatter
of the
US Defense Intelligence Agency
will discuss
Government Efforts
To Ascertain The Fate
Of Americans Missing in Indochina

A question and answer session will follow

Tuesday, March 6, 1990
Student Center Auditorium
7:00 pm
Free Admission

Sponsored by SPC Expressive Arts and the Veteran’s Club

Calzone CONNECTION
Grand Opening!

*What’s a Cal’zone? It’s a cross between a stuffed pizza and a pizza pocket, it’s 10” long and feeds one or two people.

Calzones
(Original or Whole Wheat)

Cheese Calzone - $3.99

Cheese...

Per Topping
CLASSIC - Salami, Mushroom, Red Onion, Green Pepper, and Cheese...

$5.50

DELUXE - Pepperoni, Sausage, Red Onion, Mushroom, Green Pepper, and Cheese...

$5.50

VEGGIE - Broccoli, Mushroom, Red Onion, Green Pepper, and Cheese...

$5.50

MEXICAN - Season’s Ground Beef, Spicy Chorizo Sausage, Red Onion, Black Olive, Cheddar, Tomato, and Mozzarella...

$5.50

PAN PIZZAS

10”...

$5.50

75¢

14”...

$8.50

$1.00

24 TOPPINGS AVAILABLE!

Pepperoni, Sausage, Salami, Ham, Beef, Shrimp, Red Onion, Chicken, Bacon...

Green Pepper, Mushroom, Green Olive, Black Olive, Broccoli, Tomato, Cheddar, Spinach, Pineapple...

Extra Cheese, Extra Garlic, Parmesan...

521 S. Illinois Ave. “On the Strip” Call For Fast Delivery 559-5020 or 549-1013
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Softball team to make stop in Clarksville to start season

By Eric Bugger
Staff Writer

SIU-C softball coach Kay Brechtelsbauer has seen her team go unscathed so far this year and hopes to see it grow right into the Gateway conference championship.

The Salukis open their season against Austin Peay today in Clarksville, Tenn. The Salukis defeated Austin Peay 10-0 and 9-4 last year and have beaten the Governors each of the eight times they’ve met.

They give us a run for our money very time that we play them early in the season. This is usually about their fourth or fifth game of the spring so they are really ready up,” Brechtelsbauer said. “We’ve had some really tough ballgames with them. They are not a team we can take lightly.

Last year, the Salukis carried only three upperclassmen on the roster. But this year there are nine upperclassmen and seven returning starters.

In the fall season the team achieved a 24-22 mark in the 1989 spring season.

"Obviously the fall competition is not the same as the spring competition, but it gives a pretty good indication that we have reached the maturity level that we’ve been looking towards,” Brechtelsbauer said. "We did have what I consider an outstanding start for this fall season.”

The Salukis won their first 10 games of the fall before losing 3-1 to Illinois Central College.

"Having seven returning starters is a real plus,” Brechtelsbauer said. “You go around the infield in particular and they’re all returning starters, which means that they’re already worked together and they know the plays and have a sense of each other’s ability. When we started with this group they were all primarily freshmen and know they are mostly juniors and really work well together.”

Offensively, the Salukis have the statistics to compete with any conference.

Senior second baseman Shelly Gibbs led the team last spring in batting average (357 - No. 4 in the conference), runs (28), hits (51), RBIs (25), doubles (7), home runs (3), extra-base hits (17), slugging percentage (.580) and on-base percentage (.321).

Gibbs is not the only Saluki that will lead the offensive attack. Junior third baseman Mary Jo Firnbach hit .328 last spring. She hit five doubles and five triples to lift her slugging percentage to .442.

"Shelly (Gibbs) has become one of the most difficult outs among conference hitters and Mary Jo (Firnbach) is right behind her,” Brechtelsbauer said.

The hitting should prove to be a key factor for the Salukis.

"We’re 1-0 to score more runs and get better in the clutch. That’s where maturity comes in. You have to want to be at the plate with the winning run at second and two outs,” Brechtelsbauer said. "I think they have that confidence now.

Other offensive contributors will be sophomore catcher-outfielder Billie Ramsey who hit .339 in the spring, sophomore shortstop Cheryl Venorisky (.338), junior outfielder Shannon Taylor (.750) and sophomore outfielder Kim Johannsen (.250)"

Cubs sign 8 youngsters for one year

CHICAGO (UPI) - The Chicago Cubs Thursday broke a personnel logjam, signing eight young players to one-year contracts and pitcher Les Lancaster to a two-year agreement.

Still unsigned is 1989 Rookie of the Year teammate Wirfs.

The team also announced cancellation of spring training games at HoHoKam Park in Mesa, Ariz., through March 10 because of management’s lack of players. The signings involved primarily players with less than three years’ experience who were subject to renewal at any time at or above the minor league minimum.

Those signed to one-year contracts are first baseman Mark Gonce, pitchers Steve Wilson and Jose Nunez, outfielders Dwight Smith, Dave Clark and Gary Varscho and catchers Joe Girardi and Rick Wrona.

Women’s tennis out to get revenge

By Eric Bugger
Staff Writer

The SIU-C women’s tennis team hopes to avenge its 4-5 loss in the first-ever this past February at Southwest Missouri State this weekend in Springfield, Mo.

"I think we can win this match this weekend,” SIU-C women’s tennis coach Judy Audl said. "I think that if we con­­inue to play the good tennis that we’ve been playing, we can pull out a big victory for us.”

The Salukis take a 3-1 spring record into this match this weekend. They also will face Drury College and Southwest Baptist.

SIU-C’s only loss came at the hands of Missouri. The Salukis lost this match, its first match of the spring season, 4-5.

“The big important match is with Southwest Missouri, since it is a conference match,” Audl said. "We were originally were sup­­posed to play Tulsa, which would have been nice, but they had to back out at the last moment so these other two teams will be playing. They are lesser quality teams. It will still be good for us. We still get to go over and play the matches, but the other two teams just weren’t as strong as we’d like to have at this time in the sea­­son.”

SIU-C plays Drury Friday afternoon, Southwest Missouri Saturday morning and Southwest Baptist Saturday afternoon.

The Salukis have had a two-week absence from competition.

Female Smokers Wanted... for a study on the effects of smoking on physiology, blood chemistry and mood.

We Will Pay $140 for 5 morning sessions. (8 a.m.-12 noon)

Must be 21-35 years old, 110-145 lbs.

Call SIU-C Psych. Dept. 536-2301

MEDIUM TWO TOPPING PIZZA Only $6.99

Available For Dine-In, Carry-Out or Delivery.

At Participating Pizza Hut Only.

Dine-In/Carry-Out Delivery

457-7112

457-4243

One $2.00 Cash Redemption

Saturday March 3rd
Showtime 6:00 & 9:00 P.M.
Seating at 5:00 P.M.

JEK KELLY
Omaha

Featuring...

PATRICK KEATING
S. Louis

$2.00 AT P.M. SHOW* WITH
CURRENT UNIVERSITY OR COLLEGE I.D.
Admission $4.00

1620 W. Main
457-MUGS

ANNOUNCING 10 Year Anniversary SALE

March 2, 1990

New through March 7
Doors open 9 am-7 pm
Sundays 11 am-5 pm

Stop in for INCREDIBLE SAVINGS
On All Winter Gear & Apparel

Ski Parkas
Ski Bibs
Vaurnets
Roller Blades
Birken Stocks
Sleeping Bags
Climbing & Rappelling Gear

SHAWNEE TRAILS
222 W. Freeman
Campus Shopping Center
529-2313

20-60% OFF
ALL WINTER MERCHANDISE
Don’t be late...Quantities Limited
AWARDS, from Page 24

1990 MVC All-Conference Selections

Player of the Year
Bob Harstad-Creighton

Outstanding Freshman
Ashraf Amaya-SIU-C

Newcomer of the Year
Reggie Shields-Tulsa

Defensive Player of the Year
Randy Blair-Illinois State

All-Conference 1st Team
Bob Harstad
Sterling Mahan-SIU-C
Jerry Jones-SIU-C
Curtis Stuckey-Bradley
Chad Gallagher-Creighton

All-Conference 2nd Team
Franklin McSwain-SIU-C
John Cooper-Wichita State
Rick Jackson-Rutgers State
Sam Roush-Drake
Lamont Randolph-Tulsa

All-Defensive Team
Sterling Mahan
Jerry Jones
Rhonda Brown
Michael Scott-Tulsa
John Cooper
Chad Gallagher

All-Newcomer Team
Ashraf Amaya
Reggie Shields
Gaylon Nickelson-W. St.
Charles White-Bradley
Richard Thomas-III, St.

Jones played center this season, something that's not a natural forward, and batted opponents in the paint with his 6-6, 230-pound frame. His intelligence and strength provided a large part of the Dawgs' intimidating inside game. He finished the regular season leading the Valley in rebounding at 10.3 per game and ninth in scoring with a 14.8 average. He shot 50 percent from the field, good for fifth in the league.

SYCAMORES, from Page 24

I have to do my part to help us win." -Jerry Jones

Mahan started all 30 games for the Dawgs this season. With solid all-around offensive and defensive ability, Mahan excelled on both ends of the court and pushed the Salukis to a league-best 8.7 points per game.

Offensively Mahan singed the nets with 16 points per game. He shot a 49 percent clip — 42 percent from 3-point range — and led the league in steals and finished second in assists with 1.8 and 4.5 respectively.

McSwain led the Dawgs in scoring, fourth in the Valley, with 17.5 points per contest. Although his shooting percentage dropped in the second half of the season, he kept up his scoring at the charity stripe. McSwains connected on 158 of 210 (75 percent) free throws. All three — free throw make and percentage — are team highs.

Mahan showed all-around athletic ability by averaging 4.5 rebounds, 3 assists and 1.7 steals. Amaya shored up the Salukis' inside game and scored 21 games for the Salukis. He posted averages of 7.7 points and 6.4 rebounds, a sign that the Salukis will have a strong post player for years to come. He shot a team-best 60 percent from the field and posted career highs of 23 points against Hawaii-Hilo and 18 rebounds against Bradley.

Shipley showed his versatility this season by playing at the small forward and power forward position. He closed out the regular season averaging 12.3 points and 7.9 rebounds. Shipley's tendency to turn the ball over at times is overshadowed by his other qualities. His 86 assists tied McSwain for second on the team while his 34 steals ranked 10th.

The MVC will announce the Coach of the Year Friday.

To Celebrate the Success of International Festival 90

International Dance Party

TONIGHT
Elk's Club
220 W. Jackson

9pm-1am
Tickets
$3.00

Tickets are available at the ISC office, lower level, Student Center, 453-3497
WANT to be in fashion but you're strapped for cash? Worry no more because the city of Carbondale offers the public two ways to buy quality clothing at low prices.

Rumors and Longbranch Vintage Clothing, both at 100 E. Jackson, offer a variety of both contemporary and vintage fashions for less.

Sandy Kirby, owner and operator of Rumors, said her store is one of the few buy-and-trade stores east of Tuscon, Ariz. "We buy in bulk, not just new, and used contemporary casual fashions and accessories for women," said Kirby.

Much of Rumors' stock comes from the people in the community who bring in their clothing in exchange for 50 percent of the resale price in cash or 60 percent in trade for other merchandise in the store or a combination of both.

And if customers do not see anything they want in exchange for their clothing, they can bring in the clothing on the day they come in, Rumors offers credit slips that are good for a year.

"I only accept clothing that is made of natural fibers, clean and in good condition," said Kirby. "I like to buy famous-name merchandise like Frenzena, Outback Red, Liz Claiborne, Guess, Egeri and Lees."

"My biggest sellers are the Guess and stone-washed jeans and the leather jackets," said Kirby. "I also sell a lot of outrageous handmade jewelry from Phoenix, Ariz."

Rumors has been in Carbondale for a little over a year and has recently opened up a store in Cape Girardeau, Mo. Rumors is open from 11 to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday.

On the first floor of 100 E. Jackson is Longbranch Vintage Clothing, owned by Thomas Egerl. Longbranch sells vintage clothing from the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s and some clothing from the recent era.

Egerl travels in search for just the right clothing to buy. "I travel to Salvation Army stores, yard sales, rummage sales and other thrift shops to find just the right merchandise for my store," said Egerl.

Longbranch's big sellers are men's jackets, coats, hats and ties, army clothes and combat boots.

"I do sell some women's dresses, but more often than not, the women buy the men's clothing," said Egerl.

Men's jackets and coats sell for $15 to $50, hats sell for $10 to $20, ties sell for $3, used jeans sell for about $10 and women's dresses sell for $3 to $5.

"The price of the clothing depends on the condition of the merchandise, the material and the era of the clothing," said Egerl. "And if a customer comes in and asks for a specific type of clothing that isn't in my store, I'll give them directions to where I'll find it."

Longbranch Vintage Clothing is open Monday through Saturday from noon to 5 p.m.
Campus casuals

Lena Barrett, at top, and Denise Owens model casual spring outfits on campus. Barrett's fashions are from Zwick's Concept II at the University Mall. Owen's outfit is from Atchle's, 702 S. Illinois Ave.

'Radioactive' color combinations forgotten wear for men in 1990

Scraps Howard News Service

Here are a few of the brat-forgotten men's wear looks for spring 1990.

Color combinations that if stirred could have been radioactive, such as the mustard, turquoise, purple and red rayon shirt Cecilia McElroy paired with Bronze slacks.

Five-button vest under three button blazers. They look stalled and funny. Pajamas in florals or spiked with golf tees and balls on a grass-green background.

MEN, from Page 2

Surfer's looks that might swim in California but would drown elsewhere: white T-shirts with gigantic lime and hot pink raileees worn with shorts with one prined leg and one daisy-printed leg.

M. Julian's shirt, which looks like a surfgoen by Lana of Switzerland with horizontal stripes of black and tiny floral prints. Shawl necklines a la Susan Dey on L.A. Law, with scarves draped inside jackets. Daisies in the pockets of the jeans of Francois and Marlene Giraud. Too sweet.

WOMEN, from Page 2

Although a definition of professional dressing varies with the nature of the job, women interviewing in strong professions, such as law, need to be dressed in a navy blue or gray suit.

Meis Elder-Beerman, said the way to dress at the job place is professionally, not trendy, "Business dress generally is not high-fashion trends," Wilcox said.

Ties, such as the cropped jacket and the Barbara Bush pearls, don't change with time, but change with the store as well. "If you go walk down the hall, you can see the trends change with almost every store," Wilcox said.
Proper wardrobe needed for jobs

Athletic look in, pin stripes out for men's suits

By Peter Zalewski
Staff Writer

Picture this.
You have just graduated from college with a 4.0 grade point average and have a interview scheduled with a corporation that dreams are made of.

Now, that your foot is in the door, what type of sock is covering it?

"A solid color sock with no pattern is ideal for job interviews," Jeff Anderer, manager of the men's department of J.C. Penney in the University Mall, said.

A lot of the specific fashion trends for the business environment come from doing research on exactly what image a company is promoting," Anderer said.

"The athletic fit suits are very popular with college kids going on job interviews," Anderer said. "Fashion is moving away from old pinstripes."

However, don't worry about being out of fashion in a job interview. "You don't want to wear a double breasted suit to a job interview because it is too fashionable," Anderer said.

"Most executives are not interested in people who are dressing out," Frank Lukos, salesman at Meis Elder-Beerman stores in the University Mall, said.

It is popular to get an athletic 8 inch drop suit, which is a 40 inch pant with that 40 inch jacket. This moves away from the traditional 40 inch jacket and 34 inch pant, Anderer said.

"If you were going to have one suit, in the past, it would be a navy pinstrip. Now, men are getting into different types of dark colored striped suits," Anderer said.

The suit needs to fit you well. A real good shape with conservative colors is ideal for left, Bob Barich, Ginger Winters and Lisa Garcel are ready for job interviews in the business world. Barich's suit is from Meis Elder-Beerman. The women's are from Casual Corner.

"Everyone dresses for what is appropriate for their jobs," Helmick said.

"There are a lot of men who are dressing for pride," Helmick said.

"You must be comfortable with the style and feel like your presenting your image, treated yourself to a great new look!

Jan's World of Beauty
New Location!!

Black Owned and Operated.

Hours:
Tues: 9 am-5 pm
Th, Fri: 9 am-7 pm
Sat: 8 am-3 pm
Call For Appointment/Walk-Ins

103 S. Washington
549-0623

SPRING BREAK SPORTS WEAR!
Stop in today and check out our new T-Shirts & Sport hats. We also have all the latest styles in OAKLEY Sunglasses

USA SPORTS WEAR

• Largest selection in Carbondale
• Bring in this ad and get student I.D. for 10% Savings!

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS HONDA-KAWASAKI

Hwy. 13 East, Carbondale, IL 549-7397

Treat Yourself to a Great New Look!

THE BEST BRANDS, THE BEST PRICES
SAVE 15% TO 60% EVERY DAY!

COME IN AND COMPARE...YOU'LL SAVE EVERY DAY ON THESE FAMOUS BRAND NAMES:

• 62 East • Plaza South
• Vanity Fair • Hobe
• Playtex • Niko
• Glead • Van Heusen
• Calico • Ocean Pacific
• Argner • Buster Brown
• Life Stride • and many others

Watson's WHY WAIT FOR A SALE?

University Place Shopping Center, Carbondale, IL
Casual comfort

From left, Mark Walker and Geoff Partlow model men's casual fashions from Caru's, 606 S. Illinois Ave.

Baggy pants, t-shirts style for men's fashion in 1990s

By Eric Reyes
Staff Writer

For a man hitting the town, the high school wrestling sweatshirt and sweats he wore to the history exam won't cut it. So he grabs his plastic and plans his strategy.

Men can go either sharp or casual, Brian Ray, salesperson at His Place, said. Plus wise, the popular casual "Ricks styles are baggy, pleated, and tapered. The more popular names are Claiborne, Bogh's, L.L.U., and Cavanci.

In denim jeans, there are Levi's 550 jeans, which are tapered and offer a relaxed fit, J-fi Wohlund, Elder-Beerman (Men's) men's sportswear department manager, said. Ray said he saw plenty of Bagle Boy jeans are popular.

Julie Hosier, a sophomore in elementary education, said she thought most guys look better in baggy jeans.

When the weather gets warm enough, shorts that almost reach the knee can pass for going out. Khaki is probably the best choice, Sue Janitis, an undecided sophomore said.

Claiborne and Ocean Pacific are some of the more popular brands of shorts available at area stores.

Ocean-wear shorts with loud beach designs are a no-no Janitis' book. "Ocean-wear only looks good when near the ocean," she said.

Shirts for the man can depend on the man. Men who have large upper-bodies can get away with wearing a t-shirt, Janet Hurst, a sophomore in early education said. "Guys who aren't as "thick" should stick to loose-fitting long sleeves or a polo shirt with a t-shirt underneath, she said.

Ray said if a guy is going casual he should stick with something soft, something basic.

Amy Neaher, a sophomore in secretarial office specialty, said a guy should look relaxed and comfortable in his clothes. The clothes definitely have to fit well. A man doesn't look good in a shirt that's tight, Hurst said.

For the serious dresser, shoes should be be

carefully chosen. In the movie "Black Rain," actor Andy Garcia's character said he read in a magazine that the second place a woman looks at is a man's shoes. Whether or not that is true, most women agree that shoes are important.

Sneakers are all right, but if a guy's dressing up, they won't do, Janitis said. Hunt said a guy can wear tennis shoes as long as the shoes are not sloppy.

If a guy wants to stay away from tennis shoes, but is going casual, he should stick with a loafer or a lace up sneaker with casual slacks, Elder-Beerman Shoes Assistant Manager Lisa Frye.

Traditional brown colored leather boat shoes can go well with a lot of pants, Frisoe said.

For accessories, Hosier said a watch always looks nice.

Elder-Beerman spokespersons said the line of Guess watches are popular.

Most guys also splash on some cologne for the evening.

Gucci, Emanuel, and Obsession for Men are popular fragrances for evening cologne, Lena Downs, salesperson at the Elder-Beerman men's fragrance department said. Emanuel is new and more of a sporty scent, she said. Polo and Dkrrk are classic stand-bys that still sell, Downs said.

But whether going sharp or casual, there are some style rules to be followed.

Most men shouldn't go for "what's in fashion," they should go for style. Rolling Stone magazine said the difference between style and fashion is like the difference between Katherine Hepburn and Morgan Fairchild, like the difference between a Jaguar and a Ferrari.

QG columnist Richard Merkin said one shouldn't try to imitate another man's mode of dress. Nine times out of ten, Merkin said, it won't look good.

Janitis said a man could have the coolest clothes, but if the outfit is not coordinated well it won't look right.

In an informal survey, women said some fo-mos for men are jeans with holes, looking like the Jan Brady, unibrow and an over-

See SKINPIES, Page 5

N E T WORKS

SWIMWEAR

S A V E $ 1 0 o f f

- Hobie
- Body Glove
- Ocean Pacific
- Citrus
- Daffy

Bring this ad in for $10 off any swimsuit in stock.

Offer expires March 30, 1990

University Mall

Skimpy outfits, accessories just right for night on town

By Tracy Sargeant
Staff Writer

It takes a lot of time to pick out the right outfit for a night on the town. But it may be taking less and less time because the trend in women's evening wear is skimpy and plenty of gaudy accessories.

Lynne Watson, lecturer in clothing and textiles, said both casual and formal evening wear are moving towards a natural and other look as opposed to last year's "boxy" or shoulder pad look.

Jane Vale, manager of Ups-n-Downs at the University Mall, said party clothes are very popular in casual evening wear.

"A lot of skimpy clothes are being worn out to dancing," Vale said. "The most popular fabric is rayon and cotton."

Vale said the basic dark colors and especially a lot of navy are the "in colors" for evening wear.

"Anything related to the sailor or nautical look is selling well," Vale said.

Renee Spillman, co-manager of The Limited in the University Mall, said hosiery with short pants and skirts are their best selling items. Accessories including socks, belts, earrings, bracelets and party hose are used to "dress up" and show off outfits.

"We are seeing a lot of footie pants being worn underneath outfits like the blazers and pants," Spillman said. "Gold accessories are also big this year."

Spillman said the bigger the size and the more accessories you wear, the better. "Now this year are the shoulder dusters, long earrings that droop over the shoulders,"

See SKIMPIES, Page 5

Jane's Consignment Shop

Clothing: Women's Men's Children's Accessories • Jewelry
All InExcellent Condition
Now accepting Spring/Summer Clothing and Spring Formals!
120 W. Main Carbondale Mon-Sat 10-4
Mon-554-5645

Fashions Spring 1990
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Pearls have gained nationwide attention and popularity with First Lady Barbara Bush's choice of accessories.

First Lady Barbara Bush's choice sets trend

E. Wayne Wallace
Staff Writer

As long as old what's-his-name continues to hold the nation's highest office, the eyes of countless fashion-conscious Americans will be on First Lady Barbara Bush.

Mrs. Bush has recently been credited with bringing pearls back into vogue.

"Actaully, the pearls she wears are fakes," Sam Cavarretta said, Cavarretta, a graduate gemologist, owns Gem and Jewelry Services of Carbondale.

"She wears a long strand of simulated pearls that can doubled or tripled (around the neck, to appear like two or three separate strings of pearls)," Cavarretta said.

Cavarretta said the Barbara Bush "look" first became popular last year when her husband George took office.

"We sold quite a few last year," he said. "It's slowed down now. The fashion come and go, but pearls have always been a constant."

Melody Cona, jewelry buyer for Mills Catalog Showroom in Murphysboro, agreed that pearls are a cornerstone in women's fashion accessories.

"Pearls are never out of style. They're a staple," Cona said.

Hats back on the top of spring fashion list

Straw bonnets with big brims popular for Easter

By Wayne Wallace
Staff Writer

Gals, do you consider yourself the consummate fashion plate? Sorry, but, for the time being, your long-lasting wardrobe of health club attire just won't cut it.

Here are a few things you should know about hats, beans, bonnets and breachies before choosing the headgear that's just right for you.

"We didn't have that many hats last spring," said Renee Spillman, co-manager of The Limited in the University Mall.

"Hats were really popular last fall and I think it's over for this year," Spillman said.

Pebillon bonnets are popular for Easter, June weddings and other formal occasions, Spillman said.

"They are round, with a very flat brim. In fact, they would lay almost flat on a table," she added.

Spillman said the straw hats are decorated with a variety of bows and scarves.

"Polka dots are big this spring," Spillman said, noting the popularity of polka dotted scarves in navy and burgundy.

Straw hats are all the rage at Elder-Beerman Meis, according to Lisa Wilcox, accessories department manager.

"Actually, they're 100 percent polka-point, but they look like straw," Wilcox said, noting that it is out this spring.

Wilcox said the straw hat which Wilcox has in stock are for formal occasions and are sold decorated with satin bows.

"They look like the hats you'd see in an old movie," Wilcox said.

Pebillon rimmed straw hats will also be popular this Easter, Wilcox said. "They look like the type of hat a bridesmaid would wear."

The straw hats are decorated with bows and scarves. Flappy-rimmed straw hats are popular for Easter while boxhill hats are popular for formal occasions.

"The flappy rims are also accented with netting, scarves and flowers," asked if these flowers were artificial, she responded in design humor: "No, they're real and apart wax.

As for ladies' caps! wear hats, Spillman said. The Limited carries fisherman hats.

"They're like the clothing hats your dad used to wear," Spillman said, adding that they come in Hawaiian prints or with polka dotted bands.

Though formal hats for men may be hard to find, sporting caps and leisure fedoras are in abundance at Elder-Beerman Meis.

Meis offers a variety of golf hats, in solids and plaids, for men who spend their weekends tossing off on the green.

Caffrey Sea Grass, a woven hat that gives the impression of being straw, is a popular golf hat this spring, as is the line of British Linen caps, which are more stylish than the regular golf hat and have a reusable bill.

The low-comfortable Gioghan hat is also popular for leisure this spring.

For vacations down south, tan Panama fedoras with cloth bands are fashionable again this year. These Panama hats resemble the sporty straw dress hat, but are actually cloth.

The mauve Safari Twill will be a popular brand of Panama fedora this spring, sporting a khaki-colored cloth band.

Guzalli's
State it with Style
with Customized Apparel

At
Guzalli's

611 S. Illinois

HOURS
MON.-SAT. 9-5
SUN. 10-5

GUZALLI'S

Women! Put your best look forward. The professionals at Headliners Salon take the time to discuss your haircare needs as well as offer suggestions for the subtle change that keeps you up-to-date or the dramatic change that gets you noticed.

Also Available
Nancy Henley Clinical Electrologist 15 yrs experience

Hours:
Mon., Wed., Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Tues., Thurs., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
457-2612
French fashions spark interest for U.S. styles

Sparking jewelry, lots of accessories make hits

By Irene Oploh
Staff Writer

Two hundred years ago, as the people of France fought for their independence, they were probably unaware of the impact they would have on fashion in the year 1990.

The influence of the French Revolution has reverberated through the pages of history and settled in this uniquely aspect of the 20th century.

According to Janice King, lecturer in SIU-C's Clothing and Textiles program, the influence of the revolution filtered into the fashion industry following France's celebration of the bicentennial.

The fashion of the late 1700s in France focused on bare shoulders and arms, and this makes jewelry and accessorizing more important, King said.

"Biggest is better in Paris, where couturiers tried to out-dazzle each other with large, slightly savage jewelry," an article in Women's Wear Daily said.

Extremely long earrings, large layered necklaces, and thick belts are part of this trend, King said.

The new trend also leans toward fringes, sandals, gold beads and other embellishments on shoes, handbags and accessories. Bare shoulders and arms are accentuated by the use of all different lengths of gloves, King said.

For those intimidated by the thought of jumbo jewelry or so many accessories just to create the look of 18th century France, there is sanctuary in the "slouch look."

According to King, this look was created by Giorgio Armani in Italy, and has reached the United States care of designer Donna Karan of New York.

Characterized by plainness, this look includes big swinging coats, large jackets, with shorter skirts and few accessories.

Generally speaking, "just about anything" goes for accessories," King said, excluding housecoat shoulder and bubble umbrellas.

Accessories, from designers to discount items, are now available to all and consumers must consider what is best for them, King said. Other accessories that have been popularized are multiple bracelets, visage jewelry and accessories, and satin string necklaces with pendants, she said.

In terms of men's accessories, more bolos, or string ties, and ascots are being worn, King said.

Socks for men and women are becoming more colorful, and shoes less colorful.

Accessories have become increasingly important in the fashion industry and nearly everything is available to a needy customer, according to King.

"The industry has adapted to the idea that they are not creating an item and then finding a market, but focusing on what the consumer wants and producing the goods," she said.

More designers are breaking into the accessories markets as well, simply to gain more market shares in the fashion industry, King said. Paloma Picasso, for example is now putting out handbags, belts, scarves, and small leather goods.

Accessories have become increasingly important in the fashion industry. Extremely long earrings, large layered necklaces and thick belts are part of the trend in accessories this season.

Natural fabric and a loose, free fit give Amy Rinehart a fashion alternative for casual or evening wear with an outfit from International Fashions at the University Mall.

Don't Get Caught Naked on Spring Break
Go To The University Bookstore
for Your Beachwear Fashion!

FRISBEEs
T-SHIRTS
MORE SHIRTS
MUGS & HUGGIES
SWEATSHIRTS
SWEATBANDS
WE HAVE HATS & VISORS
RADIOS
SWEATS
SHORTS
SOCKS
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
TOTE BAGS
BEACH TOWELS
BUTTONS

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
M-F 8-5:30
Sat. 10-3
WARDROBE SALE
FOR HIM
25% TO 35% OFF
ALL STAFFORD® SUITS.

25% OFF
STAFFORD® CLOTHING:
• ALL SPORTCOATS
• ALL TROUSERS
• ALL DRESS SHIRTS
• ALL TIES
• ALL SHOES
• ALL DRESS HOSIERY
• ALL UNDERWEAR

BUILD YOUR CAREER
WARDROBE AND SAVE!

PURCHASES UP TO $100
20% OFF
PURCHASES OF $100.01 TO $250
25% OFF
PURCHASES OF $250.01 & UP
30% OFF

SAVINGS STRATEGIES:
The more you buy, the more you save. The savvy shopper increases her savings, while building a wardrobe of dresses, suits, mix-and-match separates and more.

Save in the following departments:
• TRADITIONAL SPORTSWEAR
• UPDATED SPORTSWEAR
• TOP SHOP
• SUITS AND DRESSES

SPRING WARDROBE

25% OFF
MICKEY MOUSE MERCHANDISE
FOR BOYS, GIRLS AND INFANTS

30% OFF
PEARLS
CULTURED/FRESHWATER
Available in the Fine Jewelry Dept.

SALE $41.88
Reg. $47
CATIO THERM™ PERMANENT
JCPenney Styling Salon
Phone# 549-4532

JCPenney UNIVERSITY MALL
Full-figured fashions become bright, bold

Heavysset people to get fashionable spring look

By Wayne Wallace

Staff Writer

Full-figured gals are kissing the polyester pant suit goodbye. "Women don't want to dress like that anymore," said Ramell Morris, co-manager of Lane Bryant University Mall retail outlet that caters to fashions for large ladies. "Ladies don't want to dress in fashion just like anybody else," Morris said.

Curt Jones, owner of Guy’s Big and Tall at the Town Plaza in Cape Girardeau, Mo. agrees.

Ten years ago, the only colors offered to large-sized men were navies, browns and blacks. Now, big and tall men can be just as much in fashion as regular-sized men," Jones said.

The new spring designs for heavysset women reflect the move toward more mainstream fashions, Morris said.

Bolder patterns and colors will be a departure from last year’s fashions, Morris said. "Pastels are out," she added.

"Rayons and knits are very popular," Morris said of this spring’s fashionable blouses, tops, skirts and slacks.

Morris and Stephanie Malcom, a Lane Bryant salesperson, said crop jackets, with a V-cut front, will be popular because they are an alternative as either a top or a jacket.

Morris said stone-washed jackets with leather trim are hot this spring, as are jean shorts with baggy legs.

Morris and Malcom said another integral part of this spring’s fashion scene will be the return of the split skirt, formerly known as the coupe.

Jill Howard, assistant manager at Lane Bryant, said the split skirt will be a hit because of its ambiguity. "They’ve got the wide leg, but they’re not quite pants. Large women feel more comfortable in a skirt and this looks like a skirt. But they’re actually wearing pants," Howard said.

Howard, a senior in retail marketing at SIU-C, said some of the myths about dressing heavy-set people should be hoaxed.

- With colors, don’t wear orange – avoid white and solid red. Stay away from fiery red's.
- "Black makes you look smaller," Howard said, noting that cooker or winter shades do more justice to a full figure than bright, solid colors.

Any fashion suitable for college night life

By Theresa Livingston

Staff Writer

It’s Friday night.

You’re calling everybody you know to get the low down on what’s happening in Carbondale.

Welcome to the fine sport of “scene and be seen.” You don’t need much equipment to play this novel – decent procedure, enough patience to deal with long lines at parties and enough cash in hand to cover the evening’s cover charge, tax and beer fees and last night’s morning Denny’s run.

You’re told because you’ve had an exam every day this week but you are going to go out to celebrate if it kills you. But what are you going to do? Where are you going to go? And, one of the most important questions of all: What are you going to wear?

It is about 7 p.m. You’ve watched all the TV sitcom reruns you can handle. You’ve read the dinner, the sun’s gone down and you’re starting to get anxious. Your close, calling.

The Murphy’s law (as it applies to clothing) kicks in. No matter how many clothes you have; no matter if you’ve just been shopping that day; no matter how many compliments you’ve received on new well-fitted clothes you always are — you hate your clothes and can’t find a thing to wear.

At this point you have several options:

- Go to the mall (good luck on last minute shopping);
- Raid your roommate’s closet (which, obviously, doesn’t work if you live alone);
- Call your close friends and ask them to help you.

Howard said the nautical look is a perennial favorite, noting the longevity of navy casual wear: red and white or blue and white, with big gold buttons.

Dresses with long torso waists or paper cinch waists are good for heavysset women because “they offer no definition of the waistline,” Howard said, noting that ruffles around the mid-waist help to cover the plastic in all-stretch slacks.

Full-figured women who have a difficult time finding the right outfit have an opportunity to “fix everything” themselves through mix ‘n’ match skirts and blouses, Howard said.

Large scarves, bulky jewelry and other fashion accessories such as hair ornaments to complement the wardrobe, are things large women should take advantage of, Howard said.

The most important advice Howard has is to be happy. "How are you gonna know what looks good on you if you don’t try it?" Howard asked.

As for ladies’ lingerie, Howard said the hot colors are in, while Morris and Malcom pointed out the popularity of a silky silk negligee and touches with spaghetti straps.

In the men’s department, the big item this spring will be the banded-bottom shirt, Jones said.

"Regular pallbearers have just a loose-bottomed hem," Jones said. "The tail of the banded-bottom firmly covers the mid-section. It hides the mid-section," Jones explained.

"We’ve got a good variety of different banded-bottoms, different prints," Jones said.

For men’s casual wear, Jones recommended Levi dockers as one of this year’s most popular items. Dockers are baggy, pleated slacks, Jones said.

"Acid-washed jeans are still strong," Jones added.

In formal wear and office apparel, big and tall men can look forward to a finer selection of narrow- and muscle-colored silk linen sports coats this spring, Jones said.

The swimsuit scene will be dominated by neon trunks this summer, Jones said, noting yellow, green and orange as popular colors.

FASHION CONNECTION

from left, Judy Bowers and Teresa Bloodworth demonstrate two of the flattering career fashions for large women that are available at Gwen’s Stout Shop, Herrin.

Commentary

- Keep opening and shutting your closet, hoping that a miroh the wardrobe fairy will magically drop the perfect outfit off for you.
- Or you can put your sweats and cause for the evening, make up some fitty-pop and check out the video store.

But there’s a great party on Owl Street: Five legs! A Band! Everyone’s going! Such a party, you’re back to square one.

The weather has a big effect on what you’re going to wear. Since Carbondale’s schizophrenic weather swings from Arctic to Sahara (sometimes within the course of one day), it’s best to have a wide variety of clothes to choose from.

Since Carbondale also seems to be this timeless academic cocoon, there are a veritable cornucopia of styles present on the street, ranging from ultra-modern to 60s nostalgia to retro ‘40s.

Almost anything goes, as long as you wear it well. Black is always a safe choice; so are Levis.

With these facts taken into consideration, you can return to your closet in a better frame of mind. It might take you a couple of tries, as well as a couple of clothing combinations, but eventually you find the right thing to wear.

608 S. Illinois
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 549-2431
Comic wins top-dressed man award

NEW YORK (UPI) — Michael Jackson is no longer a "Thriller" to some arbiters of sartorial splendor.

The pop megastar lost out to comedian Alan King for the title of best-dressed entertainer on the Fashion Foundation of America's 48th annual list of the "Best Dressed Men of the Year."

The list, released Jan. 14, also hailed President George Bush as the best-dressed statesman, Polish labor leader Lech Walesa as the best-dressed international labor leader and Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev as the best-dressed man in "public life."

Perhaps the most unexpected award on this year's list, compiled from a survey of customs tailors and designers, was the choice of King, the nightclub comedian and movie star, over Jackson.

"A contrast to the costumes of previously listed Michael Jackson in King's formal wear," the foundation said. "A trend to dress up for better enjoyment is seen stimulated by King's appearance."

Also praised on the list were New Jersey Gov. elect James Florio as the best-dressed in government; New York City Mayor David Dinkins for civic affairs; the late magazine publisher Malcolm Forbes for society; and Rep. Eclipanus Towns, D-N.Y., for a legislative.

Rounding out the the list were news anchor John Roland of WNYW-TV in New York City for communications and palimony attorney Marvin Mitchelson for law.

The foundation praised Walesa, saying "his single-breasted jacket of solid colors accented a strong physique, enhancing his role at the helm of Poland's Solidarity movement."

The foundation said Dinkins' "message of together-ness is echoed in his appearance, carefully styled and proper, by it on the tennis court or at public functions."

---

On the dock of the lake
From left, Beth Kahl models fashions from Jane's Consignment Shop, 1200 W. Main St., Tony Burnley wears men's casual wear from Watson's at the University Place and Allen McCaskill wears clothes from J.C. Penney's Hunt Club Collection at the University Mall.
Grammy fashion statement: Untie your tie

Almost every male celebrity, performer and presenter who appeared on the televised 32nd Annual Grammy Awards Wednesday night was tieless, sporting instead an array of styled shirts and designer jackets.

So you're thinking "bout new duds. To get you goody for the day?
You're done with zips and buttons.
Got to be a better way.
Well, here's a tip:
When you put clothes on your body, When you dress, your radiance, your elegance, As you might like, a newspaper round your waist.

Wear it where it's at.

A little extra fabric. Gives your wardrobe some panache. A wrap skirt, round your waist, Slinky like Lamour, Or a wrap a belt like that dame Carmen Miranda did before. You've got to tie the things or be a fashion victim.

Department stores here and there give tips considered dictum: Wrap is where it's at.

With a drape or with a scarf. A little bling bling.

Gives your wardrobe some panache. Armani does it with his coats. Darla Karan sings a skirt.

McFadden drapes a sexy line, Michael's more overt.

You can spend a lot of money. Couple C-nuca, even more.

Or stick with what you've got.

From the bottom dressier drawer. Wrap is where it's at.

With a drape or with a scarf. A little extra fabric.

Gives your wardrobe some panache. Armani does it with his coats. Darla Karan sings a skirt.

McFadden drapes a sexy line, Michael's more overt.

You can spend a lot of money. Couple C-nuca, even more.

Or stick with what you've got. From the bottom dressier drawer. Wrap is where it's at.

With a drape or with a scarf. A little extra fabric.

Gives your wardrobe some panache. Armani does it with his coats. Darla Karan sings a skirt.

McFadden drapes a sexy line, Michael's more overt.

You can spend a lot of money. Couple C-nuca, even more.

Or stick with what you've got. From the bottom dressier drawer. Wrap is where it's at.

With a drape or with a scarf. A little extra fabric.

Gives your wardrobe some panache. Armani does it with his coats. Darla Karan sings a skirt.

McFadden drapes a sexy line, Michael's more overt.

You can spend a lot of money. Couple C-nuca, even more.

Or stick with what you've got. From the bottom dressier drawer. Wrap is where it's at.

With a drape or with a scarf. A little extra fabric.

Gives your wardrobe some panache. Armani does it with his coats. Darla Karan sings a skirt.

McFadden drapes a sexy line, Michael's more overt.

You can spend a lot of money. Couple C-nuca, even more.

Or stick with what you've got. From the bottom dressier drawer. Wrap is where it's at.

With a drape or with a scarf. A little extra fabric.

Gives your wardrobe some panache. Armani does it with his coats. Darla Karan sings a skirt.

McFadden drapes a sexy line, Michael's more overt.

You can spend a lot of money. Couple C-nuca, even more.

Or stick with what you've got. From the bottom dressier drawer. Wrap is where it's at.

With a drape or with a scarf. A little extra fabric.

Gives your wardrobe some panache. Armani does it with his coats. Darla Karan sings a skirt.

McFadden drapes a sexy line, Michael's more overt.

You can spend a lot of money. Couple C-nuca, even more.

Or stick with what you've got. From the bottom dressier drawer. Wrap is where it's at.

With a drape or with a scarf. A little extra fabric.

Gives your wardrobe some panache.
The less, the better in spring style for gals

By Marlou Berry
Scrups Howard News Service

Check it out. Some of spring’s arrivals for women are hardly there. While exposure in women’s clothing is only one of many new-season trends, it is unquestionably the most obvious.

It’s not just a matter of exposed limbs, as in shorts and belted beach wear. That’s to be expected in the good old summertime. The bra-top look is visible in everything from sportswear and shirtwaist dresses to ball gowns.

Designers have carved out new exposures in warm-weather wear. Much of the new evening clothes look like they were made for the beach. And that standard beachwear item, the bra-top is, now comes in spring style for gals.

...and how beautifully it is done from sportswear and shirtwaist dresses to ball gowns.

Designers are defining the bottom with draping, hankerchiefs, see-through blouses and bra tops in fancy fabrics to be worn with an evening skirt.

Baring the midriff is so prevalent in evening wear collections that it shouldn’t cause any more stir in a ballroom than it does at the pool.

Calvin Klein separates his strapless bodices from the narrow skirts with a sliver of skin showing just below the bosom. He calls the exposure “the next step in body-conscious dressing — showing some skin, but not too much.”

Designer Carolyn Rodham says she opened the midriffs of her clothes because she believes it to be a look of old-fashioned glamour — “in the manner of a Hedy Lamarr movie.”

Issac Mizrahi’s collection includes a cotton shirtwaist dress that looks familiar enough from the front, but has a deep U cutout in back. Many of his long-sleeved blouses look demure enough in front, but lack backs. The designer did it, he said, to take a woman from day to evening without having to change clothes.

Designer-to-the-stars Bob Mackie doesn’t play around. He combines bra tops made of metallic fabrics with festive skirts for evening.

Godfrey C. B. B. opens the backs of his dresses with arches above the shoulder blades. Because Bill Blass was very successful in his fall collection with dresses that had cut-outs, a brassiere has become a necessity for some designers.

For fall, we showed the bare-backed styles under little jackets,” said Harold Leigh Davis, Blass’ executive vice president and sales director. “But for warmer weather, the matching jacket isn’t essential.”

Even the working girl’s friend, Liz Claiborne, has opened up the back of her black crepe chemise dress with crisscross straps.

What’s all about?

It’s not about crass vulgarity. It’s far from the kind of figure-hugging styles for evening that have enjoyed recent popularity.

The 1990 show-it-as-it-is trend to bareness is, in some ways, in step with the attitudes of many American women. Although the bareness is there, it is simple. It reflects the notion that it is better to reveal a little than to flout a lot.

Women who have doubts about exposing themselves need not fear; many barely there styles will be modified by the time they reach the stores. Necklines will be built up to cover lingerie. Sheer layers of fabric over bra tops or in see-through blouses will be See SWIMWEAR, Page 11.

Above and at left, Andy Hancock and Colette Salvetti display swimwear fashions for 1990. Hancock is wearing fashions from Elder-Beerman Stores Corp., and Salvetti’s swimwear is from Ups & Downs at the University Mall.

Mr. Tuxedo.
OUR NAME SAYS IT ALL

• Largest selection of tuxedos in Southern Illinois.
• Lowest Prices!
• We offer Discount Prices for Fraternities, Sororities, and any other groups from SIU.
• We also carry new tuxedos, shirts & cummerbunds for sale.

1318 East Main
University Place
Carbondale, IL 62901
Phone: 618-549-0522
Stylish statements

Clockwise from above, Mary Earl, Sonja Cox and Greg Scott display their thrifty fashions; top right and bottom. Simone Depaepe displays hats from Ups & Downs at the University Mall; at bottom students display foot fashions for today; and at left, Teresa Bloodworth and Judy Bowers model fashions for large women.